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Abstract
Design Methods for Optimal Resource Allocation in Wireless
Networks
Mohammad Faisal Uddin, Ph.D.
Concordia University, 2012

Wireless communications have seen remarkable progress over the past two decades
and perceived tremendous success due to their agile nature and capability to provide
fast and ubiquitous internet access. Maturation of 3G wireless network services, development of smart-phones and other broadband mobile computing devices however
have motivated researchers to design wireless networks with increased capacity and
coverage, therefore un-leaching the wireless broadband capabilities. In this thesis,
we address two very important design aspects of wireless networks, namely, interference management and control through optimal cross-layer design and channel fading
mitigation through relay-assisted cooperative communications. For the former, we
address, in the context of wireless network design, the problem of optimally partitioning the spectrum into a set of non-overlapping channels with non uniform spectrum
widths and we model the combinatorially complex problem of joint routing, link
scheduling, and spectrum allocation as an optimization problem. We use column
generation decomposition technique (which decomposes the original problem into a
master and a pricing subproblem) for solving the problem optimally. We also propose
several sub-optimal methods for eﬃciently solving the pricing subproblems. For the
latter problem, we study the joint problem of relay selection and power allocation in
both wireless unicast and multicast cooperative cellular networks. We employ convex
optimization technique to model this complex optimization problem and use branch
iii

and bound technique to solve it optimally. We also present sub-optimal methods to
reduce the problem complexity and solve it more eﬃciently.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Overview

Currently, wireless broadband is growing at unprecedented rate and broadband access
is considered to be the great infrastructure challenge of the early 21st century [1].
Key drivers for this growth include the maturation of third-generation (3G) wireless
network services, development of smart phones and other mobile computing devices,
the emergence of broad new classes of connected devices and the roll out of 4G wireless
technologies such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) and WiMAX [2]. Major wireless
operators in the US (e.g., AT&T and Verizon) have recently reported substantial
growth in data traﬃc in their networks, which is driven in part by smart-phones
(e.g., iPhone) usage. According to Cisco, wireless networks in North America carried
approximately 17 petabytes per month in 2009, and it is projected that in 2014 they
will carry around 740 petabytes, a 40-fold increase. This traﬃc growth is due to the
increased adoption of Internet-connected mobile computing devices and increased
data consumption per device [1]. Furthermore, a surge of machine-based wireless
broadband communications is forecasted for the next few coming years, as more
smart devices (e.g., electric vehicles, body sensors, wireless enabled cameras, smart
1

meters, etc.) take advantage of the ubiquitous wireless connectivity. The aggregate
impact of these devices on demand for wireless broadband could be enormous [1].
Currently, improving both the wireless capacity and coverage has been the limiting factor for un-leaching the broadband capabilities; this has been a daunting task,
despite the recent progress in wireless communication techniques, such as adaptive
modulation and coding, multi-user decoding, MIMO and OFDM. Further, there have
also been substantial advances in technical solutions for mitigating the eﬀects of interference and fading, thus improving the wireless performance and reliability. For
example, relay-based cooperative techniques try to mitigate detrimental propagation
conditions by allowing communication to take place through a third party device
acting as relay [3]. Recently, cognitive radio technology has shown to substantially
increase the spectrum eﬃciency through dynamic spectrum assignment by allowing
secondary (unlicensed) users to identify and exploit local and instantaneous spectrum
availability in a non-intrusive manner. Here, the objective is to provide suﬃcient beneﬁts to the secondary users while protecting spectrum licensees (i.e., licensed users)
from interference [4], which severely restricts the reusability of the spectrum in space.
Managing interference for increased spectrum spatial reuse, and thus higher throughput performance and enhanced reliability, has turned out to be a challenging task
that designers for wireless communication systems are facing. Standard approaches
for dealing with interference necessitate the use of power control techniques at the
physical layer, proper link scheduling and activation, eﬀective routing and transmission rate control. Thus, interaction among two or more layers of the network
protocol stack becomes a key for achieving fair resource allocation and increased
network utility performance; such framework is more commonly known as the crosslayer optimization design problem [5, 6] and fundamental limits on the impacts of
layer-crossing on network performance have been obtained.

2

1.2
1.2.1

Problem Statements and Motivations
Cross-layer Design and Optimization

Although the layered architectures have served well for wired networks, they are not
very suitable for wireless networks. Multi-hop wireless networks and data packet
transmissions opened numerous transmission possibilities, and motivated to break
the barriers imposed by layered transmissions [7]. Unlike layered designing where the
protocols at diﬀerent layers are designed independently, cross-layer design considers
the dependencies between protocol layers to improve the performance of wireless
networks [8].
Local adaptation of physical layer resources such as transmit power, coding rate,
modulation etc. to achieve a target bit error rate (BER), restrains both routing and
MAC (Medium Access Control) decisions by altering the topology graph, feasible
transmission schedules and payload transmission rates [5]. Interference between concurrently transmitted links can be controlled by proper link scheduling and channel
allocation; the MAC layer is responsible for that. The interference accumulated from
simultaneous transmissions directly aﬀects the physical layer performance in terms of
successfully separating the desired signal from other unwanted ones. Moreover, high
packet delay and/or low bandwidth might be the result of transmission scheduling,
forcing the network layer to change its routing decisions [9]. On the other hand, the
network layer decides on the routing path and diﬀerent routing decisions alter the set
of links to be scheduled and therefore will inﬂuence MAC layer performance. Additionally depending upon the routing path physical layer resources need to be allocated
properly to achieve the target BER [9]. Hence, the network performance of a wireless
network can be improved drastically if a cross-layer design approach is adopted to
coordinate the network layer routing, MAC layer scheduling and controlling physical
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properties such as, transmit power and rate. Note that, considering attributes from
other layers (i.e., congestion control and queue management of transport layer) can
further improve the network performance.
To obtain optimal cross-layer design, a joint optimization of physical, MAC and
network layer attributes is needed. Note that, solving a single joint optimization
problem considering all these attributes is rather complex. In this thesis, we perform
cross-layer design for wireless networks by jointly considering routing, link scheduling, variable bandwidth allocation and rate control. We decompose this combinatorial complex optimization problem using column generation technique to solve it
optimally.

1.2.2

Cross-layer Design with Flexible Spectrum Access

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have recently emerged as a solution for providing
last-mile broadband Internet access [10]. A WMN typically consists of a number
of stationary wireless routers interconnected by wireless links and provides a backbone over which end users can access the Internet. As more users depend on WMNs
for their primary source of Internet access, there is an increasing expectation that
these networks should provide both reliable and high end-to-end throughput. The
end-to-end throughput of a multi-hop wireless network, however, is often limited by
interference caused by concurrent neighboring transmissions and intra-path interference caused by transmissions on successive hops along a single path. Therefore, it
is important to control interference while maintaining high concurrency to achieve
higher aggregate throughput, which is a key design objective for any wireless system.
While the intra-path interference problem can potentially be eliminated by equipping
each node with multiple radios and assigning diﬀerent channels to links along a path,
the interference among simultaneous transmissions may signiﬁcantly be reduced by

4
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Figure 1.1: Channel bandwidth allocation in 802.11b/g; eleven partially overlapping
channels, while channel 1, 6 and 11 are orthogonal
using orthogonal channels on adjacent links. This kind of channelization has already
been deployed to improve the capacity of 802.11-based wireless LANs where neighboring access points (APs) are assigned diﬀerent channels of ﬁxed widths (each being
20 MHz wide) [11, 12]. This use of preset channel widths is the direct result of how
the available spectrum is divided by existing wireless technologies. For example, in
802.11b/g, the entire available spectrum is divided into 11 overlapping (3 of which
are orthogonal) channels, separated by 5 MHz, and of 20 MHz width each (Figure
1.1) [13]. In WiMAX networks, however, the spectrum block is divided into channels of diﬀerent, but predetermined, widths. Further, the 802.11n introduces channel
bonding, which allows users to form higher width channels (e.g., 40 MHz) from 20
MHz channels to achieve better performance gains.
Recent studies have shown that if the width of the spectrum band allocated for
the available channels is conﬁgured dynamically, then higher capacity can be obtained over a preset width channel allocation [14–16]. In their original work [14], the
authors have argued that while today WiFi nodes dynamically change many variables
(e.g., power, transmission rate, channel center frequency, etc.) to improve their communication, the channel-width has been largely overlooked. They also showed, using
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commodity hardware, that the channel-width may be adapted dynamically through
some software modiﬁcations with very little overhead. They showed that such adaptation brings unique beneﬁts and improves single link’s throughput and energy efﬁciency. The authors concluded that WiFi networks should adapt the width of the
communication channels based on their current needs and environmental conditions.
The authors of [16] showed that variable-width channels provide signiﬁcant theoretical capacity improvements and demonstrated a spectrum allocation algorithm,
which assigns variable-width orthogonal channels, to improve the throughput of multiple interfering transmitters. The authors of [15] leveraged the ﬁndings in [14] and
formulated the problem of variable-width channel allocation in infrastructure-based
wireless LANs; they showed that by allocating more spectrum to highly loaded access
points (APs), the overall spectrum utilization can be substantially improved.
Adaptation of variable bandwidth channels rather than ﬁxed bandwidth provides wireless networks with some unique beneﬁts to strike balance between interference control, maintaining higher concurrent transmissions and better spectrum
reuse. While dividing the available spectrum among smaller bandwidth channels
result in more orthogonal channels which allow for more concurrent non-interfering
communications in the same area, each such communication has larger transmission
range and smaller link capacity. On the other hand, a channel with wider spectrum
band increases the link capacity and reduces the transmission range, but results in
smaller number of orthogonal channels and stronger eﬀect of intra-path interference.
Given these conﬂicting objectives, it becomes clear that a variable spectrum width
allocation (rather than ﬁxed) may strike a good balance between interference control and maintaining both higher concurrency and better spectrum reuse for wireless
networks.
Modern radios, e.g., software deﬁned and cognitive radios, are frequency agile and
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have recently received a lot of attention due to their ability of enabling very ﬂexible
spectrum access through their spectrum sensing capability and ability to dynamically
reconﬁgure the allocated spectrum [17–20]. Frequency agile radios partition the spectrum into several sub-channels (e.g., OFDMA sub-carriers which are in turn grouped
into sub-channels) of equal size and access the medium either through a block of
contiguous number of sub-channels (1-agile radio) or through a set of non contiguous
sub-channels which need not necessarily be frequency aligned [17]. This latter form
of agile radio requires more sophisticated signal processing and hence increased hardware complexity. The former one, however, may be implemented through commodity
WiFi hardware [14].

1.2.3

Resource Allocation in Cooperative Cellular Networks

Spatial diversity achieved from cooperative transmissions using relay nodes has shown
great potential for combatting channel fading and enhancing the performance of wireless networks [3]. Indeed, eﬃcient resource allocation plays a vital role in the performance of any wireless networks, and there has been a substantial amount of previous
work done on this particular topic. However, most of the works done solve the joint
resource allocation problem sub-optimally using heuristics or dividing the joint problem into multiple subproblems, which does not provide performance guarantees in
terms of optimality.
Recent advances in broadband wireless and cellular access are attracting emerging
multimedia applications, such as Internet Protocol television (IPTV) over WiMax [21]
and multimedia broadcast/multicast services (MBMS) within 3GPP [22]. However,
only little work has been done on cooperative multicast/broadcast over wireless networks [23].
In diﬀerent cooperative communications schemes, relays may receive data from
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a source, amplify it, and then forward it to a destination (amplify and forward) or
they may decode a transmitted codeword, re-encode it and forward the re-encoded
codeword to a destination (decode and forward). The spatial diversity achieved by
this kind of transmission is based on the fact that a single transmission is received by
the destination from multiple separate transmitters, one from the source and others
from relays. This technique has proven to be a powerful physical layer technique to
combat fading and increase the physical layer capacity in wireless relay networks.
Researchers have addressed the problem of resource allocation (relay, power, subcarrier) in relay-aided cooperative transmission wherein the authors have assumed
that each user may get assistance from multiple relays [24–26]. Nonetheless, orthogonal transmissions from all relays are bandwidth ineﬃcient. As an alternative,
relays may use distributed space time codes (DSTC) [27], which is more bandwidth
eﬃcient and achieves full diversity gain. However, it requires symbol level synchronization [24]. As multiple relays transmit simultaneously to the destination, the
propagation time of the signals from each relays to the destination is diﬀerent. It is
quite diﬃcult to correct this potentially varying timing mismatch [28].
It has recently been shown and investigated in many diﬀerent contexts [29–31]
that the maximum beneﬁt of cooperative diversity can be achieved with minimum
overhead if a single best relay can be chosen for a particular source-destination (s-d)
pair. Selecting a single relay limits the number of bandwidth channels as well as
eliminate the need for synchronization. In the case of a single s-d pair, choosing
only one (the best) relay is quite straightforward. However, in multiple data ﬂow
scenarios, the selection gets considerably more complicated and becomes a complex
combinatorial problem. Moreover, in a multiple data ﬂow scenario, a relay can assist
more than one ﬂow, thus the transmission power of the relay needs to be eﬀectively
shared between traversing ﬂows. Since power is a valuable network commodity, the
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relay power needs to be divided optimally to ensure a judicious use of this limited
resource.

1.3

Thesis Contributions

• We address, in the context of wireless network design, the problem of optimally
partitioning the spectrum into a set of non overlapping (orthogonal) channels
with non uniform spectrum widths. While narrower bands split the total available spectrum into more non-overlapping channels allowing more parallel concurrent transmissions, wider bands yield links with larger transport capacity.
Thus, we model the combinatorially complex (NP-complete) problem of joint
routing, link scheduling, and variable-width channel allocation in both single
and multi-rate multi-hop wireless networks as a mixed integer linear program
(MILP), and present a solution framework using the column generation decomposition approach, where the problem is divided into a master problem and a
pricing subproblem. Given the nature and complexity of the resulting pricing
subproblem, we propose a greedy method for partitioning the spectrum and reduce the size of the subproblem, and hence obtain solutions for larger network
instances. We present several numerical results and engineering insights suggesting both spectrum width and transmission rates as eﬀective tunable knobs
for combatting interference and promoting spatial reuse and thus achieving
superior performance in multi-hop settings.
• Next, we investigate the problem of ﬂexible spectrum access in multi-hop wireless networks with software deﬁned radios. We assume radios that are capable
of transmitting on channels of contiguous frequency bands and which do not
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require any sophisticated processing. Because these radios can ﬂexibly conﬁgure their transmissions anywhere in the available frequency band, the spectrum
becomes vulnerable to fragmentation and interference. In this work, unlike the
previous one, we do not impose optimal partitioning of the available spectrum
band into a set of non-overlapping channels rather we let the cross-layer design
decide on the channel bandwidth positions. In this way a more ﬂexible allocation of bandwidth is possible, since the transmissions may use overlapping
channels. When considering spectrum overlap, the design problem gets further
complicated, and adjacent channel interference must be dealt with properly.
The Interference factor (I-factor) captures the amount of overlap between a
transmitting and an overlapping interfering channel. This I-factor may not be
predeﬁned, but rather it is jointly determined when performing channel assignment as it depends on the portion of overlap between two channels. We
consider the joint problem of routing, link scheduling and spectrum allocation where scheduling feasibility is considered under the physical interference
(SINR) constraint. We again present a column generation based decomposition
for this complex optimization problem. We show that obtaining the optimal solution is computationally not feasible, except for very small networks. We thus
adopt a two-fold method to circumvent the complexity while yielding practical
solutions. First, we relax the SINR constraint and use a simpliﬁed graph-based
model for the interference. Second, we use a simulated annealing (SA) approach
to solve the pricing subproblem. Our SA approach however is augmented with
a feasibility check so that only SINR-feasible schedules are passed back to the
master problem. Results conﬁrm that the column generation method using SA
substantially reduces the computation time and achieves near optimal solutions.
Our results also revealed that substantial improvement in network performance
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is obtained with ﬂexible spectrum assignment which results from its capability
of better managing the interference in the network.
• Finally, we investigate the joint problem of optimal relay selection and power
allocation in amplify-and-forward relay aided cooperative cellular wireless networks considering both unicast and multicast traﬃc. We ﬁrst present mixed
Boolean-convex optimization models for both unicast and multicast traﬃc scenarios to maximize the overall network capacity and solve these combinatorial
problems optimally using the branch and bound technique. We then show that
obtaining the optimal solution is computationally infeasible for large network
sizes. To remedy this, for unicast, we present an eﬃcient water-ﬁlling based
technique to obtain near optimal solutions. We show that, unlike unicast trafﬁc, water-ﬁlling does not yield near optimal solutions in multicast scenarios.
We thus adopt an algorithm based on sequential ﬁxing for the multicast case
which substantially reduces the computation time and achieves near optimal
solutions. Furthermore, in both unicast and multicast scenarios, we assume
that the power levels are drawn from a continuous range. To make the proposed methods more practical, we also consider scenarios when the number
of power levels is ﬁnite (i.e., discrete). We present optimal and sub-optimal
methods for solving this optimization problem and compare their performance
with previous methods.

1.4

Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the background
and reviews the related work in the ﬁelds investigated throughout this thesis. Chapter 3 discuss optimization theories and methodologies which we use to implement
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and solve the problems discussed in this thesis. In Chapter 4, we present cross-layer
design for wireless mesh networks considering optimal partitioning of the spectrum
into a set of non overlapping channels. Chapter 5 discusses the ﬂexible spectrum
assignment problem considering overlapping channels. We present the joint problem
of optimal relay selection and power allocation in cooperative cellular wireless networks in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 summarizes our conclusions and presents some future
research directions.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this chapter, we present the background and the literature survey for the topics
investigated throughout this thesis.

2.1

Wireless Mesh Networks

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have emerged recently as an attractive option for
increasing broadband penetration and providing inexpensive and reliable last-mile internet access [10]. These networks operate at the edge of the internet and consist of
stationary wireless mesh routers interconnected through wireless links, which provide
a backbone over which end users can access the internet. WMNs are diﬀerent from
traditional multi-hop wireless networks; they are expected to employ advanced communication technologies (e.g., adaptive modulation and coding, MIMO and OFDM)
for enhancing the network throughput. Furthermore, WMNs are expected to be
tightly coupled with the wired network and, to be competitive with other wired
technologies, they must provide Quality of Service (QoS) support.
Fig. 2.1 shows a typical wireless mesh network deployed in a residential area. The
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Figure 2.1: Typical wireless mesh networks in residential area
routers are placed on rooftops of the houses. Each of these mesh routers communicate with others and also with gateway via single-hop or multi-hop wireless links,
depending upon the distance between them. Mesh clients or the home users usually
use separate radio interface or wired Ethernet to connect themselves to the mesh
routers.

2.1.1

Features

Since the infrastructure needed for WMNs are in form of small radio relaying devices
and can be easily placed on rooftops of houses (Fig. 2.1), the investment needed
for WMNs is much less than other networks (e.g., cellular networks). Moreover,
network devices such as, mesh routers are also cheap and widely available and their
price continue to decrease [32]. The built-in robustness of WMNs makes the network
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maintenance much easier. Since the mesh topology of these networks provides many
alternate routes for a particular traﬃc session, if an existing path fails due to router
malfunction, quick reconﬁguration of an alternate route can be done. Failures due to
wire cut, which is widely experienced in other networks, is also not a possibility for
these networks. In addition to lower deployment and maintenance costs, since there
are only few routers which work as gateway to existing backbone networks, only a few
wired internet subscriptions are shared among clients in a larger community; hence,
subscription cost will also be lower [32].

2.1.2

Performance Challenges

Although WMNs exhibit nice and attractive features, they still lag in performance.
These networks operate over unlicensed band and the achievable end-to-end throughput often is limited by external, internal and self interference. As the deployment
and use of WMNs are increasing signiﬁcantly (with many cities have planned and/or
deployed WMNs [33–36]), more users depend on WMNs for their primary source of
internet access and therefore, there is an increasing expectation that these networks
should provide both reliable and high end-to-end throughput. Such high performance is a necessity for any attractive real-time multi-media applications (internet
telephony, voice conference, IPTV etc.) envisioned to use the services of the WMNs.

2.1.3

Resource Allocation

To achieve a high aggregate throughput it is important to control interference while
maintaining high concurrency. Several approaches are currently in use for managing interference. For example, MAC protocols which coordinate the access to the
medium (e.g., CSMA) can reduce or eliminate collisions among concurrent transmissions. Other methods such as interference cancelation and interference alignment [37]
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have great potential for mitigating the problems caused by interference; they however involve signiﬁcant computational complexity and cannot be implemented with
commodity hardware [16].
On the other hand, the performance of such networks can substantially be improved by controlling the interference if nodes are equipped with multi-radio capabilities and transmission links are assigned with orthogonal channels. Such multi-radio
multichannel networks have received a lot of attention over the past few years and a
large number of papers have been published on routing [38], joint routing and channel allocation [39, 40], joint routing and link scheduling [41], resource allocation [42],
asymptotic capacity bounds [43, 44], topology control [45, 46], cross-layer design for
rate allocation [47], among others. Partial overlapping channels have also been considered for WMNs to further improve their performance [48]. However, all these
works considered the ﬁxed channelization structure of existing wireless technology.
Recently, however, it has been shown that the channel width can be adapted
dynamically purely in software [14]. The authors have shown that such adaptation
brings unique beneﬁts in improving the single’s link throughput and energy eﬃciency.
The authors of [15] have leveraged on this capability to improve the performance of
infrastructure wireless networks and they proposed that access points (APs) adaptively adjust both the center frequency and spectrum width to match the traﬃc
load.
In the context of WLANs, the authors of [12] presented a traﬃc-aware channel
allocation where the observed traﬃc demand at APs is incorporated into the assignment process. This work [12] is motivated by recent studies [49], which showed that
the traﬃc volume in enterprise WLAN deployments vary signiﬁcantly both across
APs and time. Similarly, the authors of [50] noted that WiFi APs must adjust
their allocated bandwidth based on varying traﬃc demands in order to improve user
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experience.
The authors of [18] have capitalized on the frequency agility of modern radios (e.g.,
cognitive radios (CR) ), which can conﬁgure the center frequency and spectrum bands
of their channels, and they proposed a cross-layer design approach for the problem
of joint transport, routing, and spectrum sharing. They also proposed a distributed
two-phase method for solving the complex optimization model, where ﬂow routing
and spectrum allocation are carried out in one phase and link scheduling is performed
in another phase.
Cognitive radios [51] are capable of continuously sensing the spectrum and opportunistically utilizing blocks of spectrum unused by the primary users. Such blocks
are referred to as white space and the authors of [52] have investigated the problem
of spectrum allocation in CR networks and showed that it is more challenging (NPhard) in these networks than networks with preset channel widths. Channel access in
CR networks with joint power and rate control is discussed in [19] where the authors
assumed that CR links may be assigned multiple non-contiguous channels of equal
widths. Given the complexity of the problem, the authors presented an approximation algorithm using the rounding oﬀ method. Spectrum sharing in multi-hop
networks with software deﬁned radios is studied in [53]; the problem of routing and
scheduling (in frequency domain) is modeled, using the protocol interference model,
as a mixed integer non-linear program (MINLP) and the authors obtained a lower
bound solution and proposed a method for approximating the near optimal solution. The authors assumed that radios can be conﬁgured to transmit on any band
whose width is not ﬁxed, and each band may be divided into sub-bands for optimal
spectrum sharing.
In [54], the authors considered the resource optimization in OFDMA-based multihop wireless network with power and rate control. In OFDMA access systems, the
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spectrum is divided into multiple preset-width sub-channels and therefore the problem of spectrum assignment reduces to allocating sub-channels to active links. The
authors presented a greedy heuristic to obtain solutions in reasonable time.
In [55], the concept of spectrum partitioning is introduced; given a spectrum
of total width W (Hz), the authors determined the optimal value of the number
of orthogonal channels N , each of width W/N in order to maximize the number
of transmission links (of ﬁxed transmission data rate Rbps) in the network. The
authors noted that while a larger N results in more orthogonal channels (hence better
interference control), it however increases the SINR requirement since the data rate
R must now be achieved over less bandwidth. They therefore studied this tradeoﬀ
in their paper.

2.2

Cooperative Wireless Communications

In [56], Sendonaris et al. ﬁrst proposed the idea of user cooperation wherein mobile
users cooperate by relaying each others data, thus exploiting the spatial diversity in
a cellular network. Considering user pairs, where each user and the assigned partner
receive, detect and retransmit each others data, the authors of [56] have presented
information theoretic analysis and showed an increase in the capacity region with
cooperation for a two user case. This work sparked further studies in this area
and several cooperation schemes have, since then, been proposed and studied in the
literature [28].
Cooperative communication can be best explained by a three node structure
presented in Fig. 2.2 by Sharma et al. [57]. In cooperative communications, the
transmission is usually done over two time slots (a frame). In the ﬁrst time slot a
source node s communicates with the destination d and due to the broadcast nature of
the wireless medium the relay node r overhears the transmission and start processing
18
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Figure 2.2: Three-node structure for cooperative wireless communications
the signal. In the second time slot the relay node r forwards the processed signal
to the destination. The spatial diversity achieved by this kind of communication is
based on the fact that a single transmission is received by the destination from two
spatially separated transmitters a source and a relay. The two time slot structure
of cooperative communications is the result of half-duplex nature of most wireless
transceivers [58].
Depending upon the signal processing activity relay nodes in cooperative wireless
communications may operate in diﬀerent modes. Amplify-and-forward (AF) and
Decode-and-forward (DF) are the two most common relaying strategies [3].

2.2.1

Amplify-and-forward (AF) Relaying

In AF relaying, when a relay node overhears the transmission from a source, it
ampliﬁes the signal and forwards it to the destination. In [57], the authors have
shown that the single link cooperative capacity, between a source s and a destination
d served by a relay node r with AF capabilities, can be written as follows:
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CAF (s, r, d) =

W
SN Rsr · SN Rrd
log2 (1 + SN Rsd +
)
2
SN Rsr + SN Rrd + 1

(2.1)

where, W is the channel bandwidth and SN Rsd , SN Rsr , SN Rrd are the signal to
noise ratio at the destination and relay nodes. The multiplicative term

1
2

is from the

fact that the cooperative communication is done over two time slots.

2.2.2

Decode-and-forward (DF) Relaying

In DF relaying, when a relay node overhears the transmission from a source, it decodes
the transmitted signal, re-encodes it and then forward the re-encoded signal to the
destination. The achievable DF capacity under two time slot structure is shown in [3]
as the following:

CDF (s, r, d) =

W
min {log2 (1 + SN Rsr ), log2 (1 + SN Rsd + SN Rrd )}
2

(2.2)

When relay aided cooperative communications is not considered the source can
directly communicate with the destination over both the time slots an the achievable
capacity can be written as Shannon Capacity:

CD (s, d) = W log2 (1 + SN Rsd )

(2.3)

In this thesis, we consider only AF relaying. In AF relay mode a relay only
retransmits a scaled version of their received signals from the source node according to
their power constraint [31]. Therefore, AF relay employed in this thesis is a reasonable
strategy when relay nodes have limited power. Moreover, the complexity pertained
to AF relaying is much simpler, since it does not require any signal processing at the
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relay node for decoding and encoding process. Although we have only presented our
work considering AF relaying, the techniques proposed in the thesis can also be used
for DF relaying.

2.2.3

Relay Selection

Traditionally in a network with multiple relays, each destination gets assistance from
all relays and the communication between them are done using orthogonal channels (orthogonal frequency division multiple access) [24–26]. However, this type of
orthogonal transmissions from all the relays is not bandwidth eﬃcient. A more practical alternative is that the relays may use distributed space time codes (DSTC) [27],
which is more bandwidth eﬃcient and achieves full diversity gain. However, it requires symbol level synchronization [24]. As multiple relays transmit simultaneously
to the destination, the propagation time of the signals from each relays to the destination is diﬀerent. It is quite diﬃcult to correct this potentially varying timing
mismatch [28]. However, it has recently been shown that most of the beneﬁts of
cooperative diversity can be achieved with minimum overhead if a ‘single best’ relay
is selected to cooperate with a source-destination pair. This scheme is referred to
as selection cooperation [29, 30]. The scheme has also been investigated in various
contexts [31, 59–61]. In [30], the authors have shown that the selection cooperation
achieves the same diversity order as DSTC and also provides a signiﬁcant power gain
over DSTC.

2.2.4

Resource Allocation

Resource allocation in cooperative relay networks has been an extremely active research area. Numerous works on relay selection, power allocation and sub-carrier
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allocation have already been published. These network resources are optimized individually as well as jointly to improve the network performance. Although there have
been many works done in this area, most of the joint optimizations are solved using
heuristics or by dividing the joint problems into multiple sub-problems which do not
conﬁrm performance guarantees in terms of optimality .
Relay selection in the case of single s-d pair is quite straight forward and has been
solved for both amplify and forward (AF) [31] and decode and forward (DF) [29, 30].
In [29–31], the authors have selected the single best relay to cooperate with the s-d
pair and showed that the selection maintains the full diversity order. An optimal
relay selection algorithm for both AF and DF relaying has been proposed in [58]
where the authors considered multiple s-d pairs. Then, they extended their work
for multi-hop scenarios [62] where the authors considered selection cooperation in
each hop jointly with ﬂow routing. The authors in [63] considered relay assignment
for cooperative networks comprising multiple source-destination pairs and multiple
relays. They proposed assignment algorithms that achieve the maximum spatial
diversity by all nodes, thus leading to fairness among the nodes. In [64], the authors
considered the same system model considered in [63], but with two-way relaying.
The relay nodes in this case use binary network coding and employ AF relaying, and
threshold-based DF relaying.
A joint relay selection and power allocation considering AF relaying for both single
and multiple s-d pairs is performed in [65]. In that paper, the authors have proposed
a semi-distributed heuristic with no performance guarantee to the optimality of the
achieved results. The authors of [66] have proposed a centralized solution for the
same problem and proposed a suboptimal solution technique based on a rounding
scheme. In [59], the authors proposed a water-ﬁlling based solution for the same
problem considering DF relaying. They have also provided an upper bound solution
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and showed that the water-ﬁlling solutions closely follow the upper bound solutions.
The authors of [67,68] have used the concept of time-sharing condition, proposed
in [69] and solved the joint problem of relay selection, power and subcarrier allocation. To employ the time-sharing condition both works assumed inﬁnite number of
channels (or subcarriers) which makes the duality gap of the non-convex problem
zero. However, in practical scenarios, this assumption is very unlikely to hold. Moreover, the complexity of the proposed solution is not polynomial. There are also some
recent works [70, 71] which solved the same problem sub-optimally by dividing the
problem into multiple subproblems.
In [72], the authors proposed fully distributed cross-layer frameworks for multihop cooperative networks. They ﬁrst solved the joint problem of routing, relay selection and power allocation to minimize the network power consumption and then
they extend the framework by incorporating congestion control to optimize the sum
rate utility and power tradeoﬀ.
Although the authors of [73–75] have shown that energy accumulation in broadcast/multicast relaying leads to signiﬁcant energy savings over conventional relaying,
there has been little work done in terms of resource allocation considering broadcast/multicast traﬃc. Recently, the authors of [23] have analyzed the performance
of cooperative networks in multicast scenarios by individually optimizing the power
and relay location.
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Chapter 3
Optimization Methods
Many problems of practical interest in communications and signal processing can be
formulated as constrained optimization problems of the following standard form:
Minimize

f0 (x)

Subject to, fi (x) ≤ 0

(3.1)
i = 1, 2, ..., m

Here, f0 is the objective function and fi (i = 1, 2, ..., m) are the constraint functions.
The vector x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) is the optimization variable of the problem. The
optimal solution of the problem (3.1) deﬁned by f0 (x ) is the smallest value achievable
while a vector x satisﬁes all the constraints. x is the optimal solution for the
variables. This implies that no other vector (say y) with fi (y) ≤ 0 will have f0 (y) <
f0 (x ).
By the characteristics and forms of objective function and constraints, optimization problem can be divided into many diﬀerent classes and families. In this chapter
we will discuss some of them which we have implemented and solved throughout this
thesis.
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3.1

Linear Programming Problem

If the objective function f0 and all the constrains fi (i = 1, 2, ..., m) are linear, that
is, they satisfy the following equations

fi (αx + βy) = αfi (x) + βfi (y)

i = 0, 1, ..., m, ∀x, y ∈ Rn , α, β ∈ R,

(3.2)

the problem is called Linear Programming Problem or Linear Program (LP) [76].
If the objective or any of the constraints are not linear then the problem is called
Non-linear Program (NLP).
There are number of eﬀective methods for solving LP. The Simplex algorithm [77]
is the most widely used LP solution method implemented in many commercial optimization softwares (such as CPLEX). Given a polyhedron representing the solution
space and a real-valued linear function representing the objective function deﬁned
on this polyhedron, the Simplex method ﬁnds a vertex on the polyhedron where this
function has the smallest (or largest, depending upon the objective of the problem)
value [78]. The Simplex algorithm is quite eﬃcient and is guaranteed to ﬁnd the
global optimum of the LP optimization problem [79].

3.2

Integer Linear Programming Problem

An Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model is the same as LP model with addition
restriction that variables must have integer values. If only some of the variables are
required to have integer values the problem is referred to as Mixed Integer Linear
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Programming (MILP). The Problem takes the following standard form:

Minimize

f0 (x)

Subject to, fi (x) ≤ 0

i = 1, 2, ..., m

(3.3)

x is integer
In contrast to LP problems, which can be solved eﬃciently within a limited number of
iterations, ILP problems are NP-hard [80]. Indeed, LP solution gives a bound (upperbound if maximization problem and lower-bound solution if minimization problem)
on the optimal value of the ILP, and may give the optimal solution to ILP if the
LP solution is integer. ILP solution methods require formulation whose LP relaxation gives a good approximation to the hull of integer feasible solutions. Diﬀerent
methods have been proposed to close the gap between LP and ILP, and to boost the
performance of the ILP methods [81,82]. Some of the very common solution methods
for ILP are: Branch and Bound techniques, Cutting Plane techniques, Branch and
Cut techniques etc. In the next section, we will discuss Branch and Bound (B&B)
techniques as we have used this throughout this thesis to solve integer programming
problems both with linear and non-linear objectives and constraint functions.

3.3

Branch and Bound Techniques

Branch and Bound technique is a non-heuristic method. It searches for a globally
optimal solution of integer programming problems with predeﬁned precision of optimality [83]. This approach maintains an upper and lower bound on the optimal
objective value during the optimization process; and terminates with a certiﬁcate
proving that the suboptimal point found is -optimal. If globally optimal solution
is deﬁned as f0 (x ), and  has a value between 0 and 1, then the B&B algorithm
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searches for -optimal solution f0 (x), which satisﬁes f0 (x) ≤ f0 (x ).
B&B algorithms are basically based on a divide and conquer technique. The
branching is performed by dividing the feasible solution space into smaller subsets.
The bounding is performed by discarding the current subset if its bound indicates
that it cannot contain an optimal solution for the original problem. The eﬃciency
of the B&B technique depends critically on the branching and bounding strategies.
Some branching choices could lead to repeated branching, without any pruning of
the B&B tree until the full exploration of the sub solution space. In such a case the
branching method would become an exhaustive enumeration of the solution domain,
which is often huge.
For more elaborate explanation on B&B algorithm the readers may refer to
Stephen Boyd and Jacob Mattingley’s lecture notes on Branch and Bound Method
[83]. Note that, eﬃcient Branch and Bound algorithms are already successfully implemented in many commercial optimization softwares such as: CPLEX, TOMLAB
etc.

3.4

Convex Optimization

We now focus on the following standard form of optimization problem:
Minimize

f0 (x)

Subject to, fi (x) ≤ 0
hj (x) = 0

i = 1, 2, ..., m

(3.4)

j = 1, 2, ..., p

This optimization problem is said to be a convex optimization problem if the objective
function f0 (x) and all inequality constraint functions fi (x) (i = 1, 2, ..., m) are convex
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that is,

fi (αx + βy) ≤ αfi (x) + βfi (y)

i = 0, 1, ..., m, ∀x, y ∈ Rn , α, β ∈ R,

(3.5)

and also all equality constrains hj (x) (j = 1, 2, ..., p) are aﬃne, i.e., hj (x) can be
written as: hj (x) = aTj x + bj for some aj and bj .
Note that, the conditions above imply that the corresponding feasible set S associated with any convex optimization problem is a convex set as it is the intersection of
the convex domain D = ∩m
i=0 domfi , with the m convex sub-level sets {x| fi (x) ≤ 0}
and the p hyperplanes {x| aTj x + bj = 0}. A convex optimization problem consists
therefore of minimizing a convex objective function over a convex set [76].
It is clear from the above discussions that linear programming problem (LP) is
a spacial case of general convex optimization problem. Although LP is a special
case of convex optimization problem, convex optimization is not limited to LP but
it also covers non-linear programs (NLP) with the properties discussed above. In
our thesis when we mention convex optimization problem we mean non-linear convex
optimization problem. If it is linear we simply mention it as LP.
A convex optimization problem can be solved to optimality if something called
strong duality holds. In the next two sections we will brieﬂy discuss on duality
theory, weak and strong duality, Slater’s condition and Karush-Kuhn-Tucker(KKT)
Conditions which will help the readers to follow the convex optimization problem
formulations done in Chapter 6.

3.5

Duality Theory

The standard form problem (3.4) presented in the previous section is called the primal
optimization problem and the optimization variable x is the primal variable. Let us
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assume the domain D of the problem (3.4) is nonempty and the optimal value of the
primal problem is referred to as P  = f0 (x ). The primal problem can be any generic
optimization problem which is not necessarily a convex optimization problem. The
basic idea for Lagrangian duality is to take the constraints of the primal problem into
account by augmenting the objective function with a weighted sum of the constraint
functions. The Lagrangian deﬁned with L associated with the problem (3.4) can be
written as the following:

L(x, λ, ν) = f0 (x) +

m


λi fi (x) +

i=1

p


νi hi (x)

(3.6)

j=1

here, λ and ν are the Lagrange multipliers, where, λ and ν are associated with
inequality and equality constraints respectively.
The Lagrange dual function referred to as g(λ, ν) is the minimum value of the
Lagrangian over x and can be written as:

g(λ, ν) = inf L(x, λ, ν) = inf (f0 (x) +
x∈D

x∈D

m


λi fi (x) +

i=1

p


νi hi (x))

(3.7)

j=1

The function g(λ, ν) is a concave function as it is point-wise inﬁmum of a family
of aﬃne functions of (λ, ν) even when the primal problem (3.4) is not convex [76].
Let us now assume that, x̃ is a feasible point for the problem (3.4). When λ ≥ 0
and from (3.4), fi (x̃) ≤ 0, and hj (x̃) = 0, we can write,
m


λi fi (x̃) +

i=1

p


νi hi (x̃) ≤ 0

(3.8)

j=1

Then, adding f0 (x̃) in the both sides of Eq. (3.8) we get the following expression:
L(x̃, λ, ν) =

m

i=1

λi fi (x̃) +

p

j=1
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νi hi (x̃) + f0 (x̃) ≤ f0 (x̃)

(3.9)

Hence, we can write,

g(λ, ν) = inf L(x, λ, ν) ≤ L(x̃, λ, ν) ≤ f0 (x̃)
x∈D

(3.10)

Since, Eq. (3.10) holds for every feasible point x̃, we can say that the Lagrangian
dual function provides lower bound on the optimal value of the primal problem P 
for any feasible x and λ ≥ 0.
g(λ, ν) ≤ P 

(3.11)

As the Lagrange dual function provides us with the lower bound on the optimal
value of the primal problem P  , the natural question that arises here is to ﬁnd the
best (largest) lower bound value from Lagrange dual function. That leads to the dual
optimization problem of the primal problem and is deﬁned as follows:
Maximize

g(λ, ν)

Subject to,

λ≥0

(3.12)

Since, g(λ, ν) is concave and the constraint is convex the dual problem (3.12)
is always a convex optimization problem regardless of the convexity of the primal
problem. This convex problem can be eﬃciently solved to optimality and let us
denote the optimal value of the dual problem as D . From Eq. (3.11) we can then
write:
D ≤ P 

(3.13)

Eq. (3.13) holds even if the primal problem is not convex. This property is called
weak duality. The nonnegative quantity P  − D , also known as the optimal duality
gap. If the duality gap is zero that is,

D = P  ,
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(3.14)

then strong duality for the problem holds. If the primal problem is a convex optimization problem most of the time (but not always) the strong duality holds and
it is possible to get the global optimal solution eﬃciently. The strong duality holds
for the convex optimization problems satisfying some conditions called constraint
qualiﬁcations, one of which is Slater’s condition [76]. Slater’s condition requires the
existence of a strictly feasible interior point x ∈ relint D such that:
fi (x) < 0

i = 1, 2, ..., m

hj (x) = 0

j = 1, 2, ..., p

(3.15)

where relint is the relative interior, which is a set contains all points which are not
on the ‘edge’ of the set, relative to the smallest subspace in which this set lies. If
some of the inequality constraints are aﬃne (let us assume i = 1, 2, ..., k ), Slater’s
condition requires the existence of a strictly feasible interior point x ∈ relint D such
that:
fi (x) ≤ 0
fi (x) < 0

i = 1, 2, ..., k

i = k + 1, k + 2, ..., m

hj (x) = 0

(3.16)

j = 1, 2, ..., p

In other words, Slater’s condition requires the existence of variables which satisfy
the inequality constraints strictly and also satisfy the equality constraints [28].

3.6

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) Conditions for
Convex Problems

When the primal problem is convex and the strong duality holds (constrains satisfy
Slater’s condition), the KKT conditions are also suﬃcient for the points to be primal
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and dual optimal. In other words, if fi are convex and hi are aﬃne, for optimal value
of primal and dual variables deﬁned as x , λ and ν  , respectively, must satisfy the
following conditions:

∇f0 (x ) +


m


fi (x ) < 0

i = 1, 2, ..., m

hj (x ) = 0

j = 1, 2, ..., p

λi ≥ 0

i = 1, 2, ..., m

λi fi (x ) = 0

i = 1, 2, ..., m

λi ∇fi (x )

+

p


i=1

3.7

(3.17)

νi ∇hi (x ) = 0

j=1

Framework for Cross-layer Design

In [84], the authors have formulated a general cross-layer throughput optimization
problem for multi-hop wireless networks as following:

Maximize

U (r)

(3.18)

Subject to, (r, f ) ∈ N

(3.19)

(c, p) ∈ C

(3.20)



fi ≤ c

(3.21)

i∈S

Given that,
r= Throughput vector, where, ri is the throughput for a session i ∈ S.
S= Set of sessions.
f = Flow rate vector, where, fi be the ﬂow rate of session i going through a link
 ∈ E.
E =Set of links.
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c= Capacity vector, where, c is the capacity of link .
p= Maximum node power vector.
N = Routing region.
C=Capacity region.
The objective of the optimization problem in Eq. (3.18) is given by a utility function
U (r), which aims to increase the network throughput, where,

U (r) =



log(1 + ri )

(3.22)

i∈S

Eq. (3.19) shows the interdependence between achievable throughput r and ﬂow
routing f . Here, (r, f ) is deﬁned by a routing region N , so that the through r can be
supported by the ﬂow rate f [84]. Eq. (3.20) shows the interdependence of capacity
vector and node power constraint. The capacity region C deﬁnes (c,p) in a way that
power p can support capacity c [84]. Lastly, Eq. (3.21) enforces that the ﬂow rate
of a link can not exceed the link capacity.
In our cross-layer optimization framework we however do not directly use this general formulation to maximize the network throughput, rather we assume a TDMA
(Time Division Multiple Access) scheme to divide the time into slots and schedule
links to be active in diﬀerent time slots to manage interference from adjacent concurrent communications. Our objective is to improve the network performance by
minimizing the total scheduling period (system activation time).
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3.8

Column Generation Technique for Large Scale
Optimization

In this section, we discuss Column Generation (CG) technique [79, 85, 86] which we
use to successfully solve large scale MILP problems. Recently, column generation
technique is attracting a lot of attentions and several large scale cross-layer optimization problem has been successfully solved using this technique [41, 47, 87–91].
Although CG technique was ﬁrst developed to solve large scale linear and integer
linear problems, recently the authors of [91] have successfully implemented CG technique to solve large scale convex optimization problems. However, the underlying
concept of CG in convex optimization problem is a bit diﬀerent than that of linear and integer linear problems. While CG in convex optimization problem exploits
Lagrange dual function to check the optimality of the solution (primal-dual column
generation), CG in LP uses the Simplex theory to ﬁnd the optimal solution (classical
column generation). In this thesis we use CG technique to solve large scale LP and
in this section we will discuss column generation technique strictly for the case of
large scale linear programming problems.

3.8.1

Motivation

The main motivation behind using CG is that many LP models are too huge to explicitly consider all their variables and constraints. Furthermore, in the ﬁnal optimal
solution, most of the variables will be nonbasic and assume a value of zero, and only
a small subset of variables will be basic (assume a value diﬀerent from zero). The
idea behind CG is to consider only the variables which have the potential to improve
the objective function, by generating them on demand by means of new columns [79].
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3.8.2

Modeling a Problem using Column Generation

CG technique models a problem by decomposing an optimization problem into a
master problem and a pricing subproblem. Instead of having all columns (or possible
solutions) inserted in the master problem, the master problem is initialized with a
subset of columns. The master problem is then referred as the restricted master
problem (RMP). The pricing subproblem generates new columns to be added in the
basis of the master problem. The pricing subproblem keeps generating and adding
columns to the master problem as long as there exists one that can improve the
solution of the restricted master problem.
Let us assume a linear programming problem of the following form:
Minimize



ci xi

i∈I

Subject to,



ai xi ≥ b

i = 1, 2, ..., m

(3.23)

i∈I

xi ≥ 0

i∈I

We refer to this problem as the master problem (MP). Let us assume μ is the nonnegative vector of dual variable. To solve the problem, in each iteration of the Simplex
method, we try to ﬁnd a nonbasic variable to price out and enter the basis. In other
words, we wish to ﬁnd a column i ∈ I which minimizes ci = ci −μT ai . An explicit
pricing can become an impractical operation when |I| is huge. As a result of that we
work with a reasonably small subset I ⊆ I of columns, thus the master problem is
transformed into a restrictive master problem. If x and μ are the optimal primal
and dual variable solutions of the current RMP, respectively, and columns ai , i ∈ I
are given as element of a nonempty set A then the following subproblem performs
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the pricing (pricing subproblem) [92]:

Minimize

c = {c(a) − μT a | a ∈ A}

(3.24)

If c ≥ 0, then no negative ci , i ∈ I exists and the optimal solution of variable
x to the RMP optimally solves the MP as well. Otherwise, we extend the basis
of the RMP by adding the column a derived from the pricing subproblem (3.24)
solution and repeat the process by re-optimizing the RMP. As we mentioned earlier,
the iteration process between restricted master problem and the pricing subproblem
starts with a small subset of columns I ⊆ I, the initial subset of columns I can
be any feasible artiﬁcial solution of the problem and they can be obtained using a
heuristic.
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Chapter 4
Cross-layer Design with Optimal
Spectrum Partitioning
In this chapter, we study in the context of wireless mesh networks design, the beneﬁts
of variable-width channel allocation on the end-to-end throughput performance. We
assume total system spectrum can be divided into multiple orthogonal channels of
variable bandwidths and multiple spatially separated transmissions can be assigned
the same channel if the interference between them are low enough that all the transmissions can successfully transmit their data. We consider single-radio multichannel
networks and study the joint problem of routing and transmission scheduling. We
present a cross-layer problem formulation which incorporates multi-path routing and
link layer scheduling; link layer scheduling refers to the problem of determining a set
of transmission links (their channel assignment and spectrum allocation) which can
be concurrently active without violating the signal to interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) requirement at their intended receivers. The set of transmission links, their
channel assignments, and their spectrum allocation, is referred to as a conﬁguration.
In our formulation, we assume a ﬁxed link spectral eﬃciency (bps/Hz), therefore the
link capacity will only depend on the spectrum-width of the channel used on the link
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and the level of interference. Later, we incorporate transmission rate adaptation into
this model. We assume diﬀerent modulation and coding schemes and each of these
schemes results into a particular data rate.
We mathematically model this combinatorially complex (NP-complete) problem
as a mixed integer linear program (MILP) and we present a decomposition approach
based on column generation (CG) for solving it; a pricing subproblem (ILP) enumerates only those conﬁgurations that contribute towards determining the optimal
solution of the master problem [41, 87–89]. The CG technique however allows us to
solve exactly the design problem only for small size networks; the diﬃculty arises
from solving the pricing subproblem (ILP) in an eﬃcient manner and the fact that
this subproblem is solved repeatedly.
To overcome this issue, we propose to reduce the size of the ILP pricing subproblem by introducing a greedy heuristic for partitioning the spectrum and thus ﬁxing
some of the integer variables in the model. Then, the ILP is more eﬀectively solved
with smaller subset of the binary variables. Our method yields a much faster and
very close to optimal solution.
Finally, we present an alternate design model for the variable bandwidth adaptation problem, where we assume, regardless of the spectrum widths on the allocated
channels, all links must satisfy a ﬁxed capacity requirement. Numerical results conﬁrm that variable-width spectrum assignment achieves signiﬁcant improvement over
ﬁxed-width allocation in all the instances of the problem. Note that, like most other
centralized problem formulations, we do not claim that our centralized solutions are
the best practical way to operate WMNs, rather it will provide benchmark design
solutions which can be used as a lower-bound on determining the system activation
time (i.e., upper-bound on performance) for WMNs using random access protocols
or diﬀerent distributed models [90, 93].
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In the rest of the chapter, the system model is discussed in Section 4.1. In Section
4.2, we present the diﬀerent constraints for the problem and in Section 4.3 we present
the formulation. Section 4.4 presents the problem decomposition. We present the
joint variable width and rate adaptation model in Section 4.5. The heuristic is
presented in Section 4.6. In Section 4.7 we present an alternate design approach.
Numerical results and discussions are given in Section 4.8 and we conclude in Section
4.9.

4.1

System Model

We model a multi-hop wireless mesh network as a set of N (|N | = N ) stationary
nodes. Each node is equipped with a single radio and relays data to neighboring
nodes. We consider a total system spectrum B(=80MHz), which can be divided into
smaller spectrum blocks. We assume 5, 10, 20 and 40MHz spectrum blocks. The
total number of orthogonal channels (k) vary between 16 and 2 (when all channels are
5 and 40MHz wide respectively). We also assume that each radio can dynamically
switch across diﬀerent available channels and dynamically conﬁgure the spectrum
width. A node can either transmit or receive at a time to or from nodes within its
communication range. Consider a single transmission link between two neighboring
nodes i and j that are di,j distant from each other. In the absence of any interference
and assuming a simple 2-ray propagation model, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at
the intended receiver is determined as:

SN Ri,j =

Pt d−α
i,j
η0 W

(4.1)

where, Pt is the transmission power, α is the path loss exponent (varies between 2
and 4), W is channel width and η0 is the power spectral density of thermal noise.
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For ﬁxed transmission power and η0 , the SNR depends on two factors, di,j and W .
The expression in Eq. (4.1) indicates that for a given transmission link, a smaller
channel width yields a higher SNR at the intended receiver than a larger channel
width. This SNR must be larger than a given threshold (β) to meet the transmission
requirement of a particular data rate. Denote by Tk the transmission range on a
particular channel width (Wk ) which corresponds to SN R = β; Tk can be derived as


follows:
Tk =

α

Pt
η0 Wk β

(4.2)

This expression shows that, for the same transmission power, smaller width channels
have higher transmission range than larger width channels. This result has been
already observed by the authors of [14] from empirical measurements. Given 4 available spectrum bands (5, 10, 20, 40MHz), the maximum transmission range (Tmax )
corresponds to the narrowest band (Wk = 5). Therefore, a directed link may exist
between any two nodes i and j if and only if, di,j ≤ Tmax . The set of all such links is
represented by ε. It is important to note that di,j ≤ Tmax does not imply di,j ≤ Tk
and hence a link between nodes i and j may only exist for smaller widths.
Now, in the presence of interference from neighboring transmitters, the signal to
interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at receiver j of link (i, j) is given by:

SIN Ri,j =

Pt d−α
i,j

η 0 Wk +
Pt d−α
a,j

(4.3)

a=(i,j)

Here, Wk is the width of the channel assigned to link (i, j) and da,j is the distance from
interfering transmitter a to receiver j on the same channel. Since we are assuming
orthogonal channels, transmission on other neighboring links (but diﬀerent channels)
would not interfere with the transmission of link (i, j). For a successful transmission,
the SIN R at receiver j must satisfy:
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Pt d−α
i,j

≥β
η0 Wk +
Pt d−α
a,j

(4.4)

a=(i,j)

The capacity of a wireless link (i, j) which is allocated a spectrum of width Wk , is
a function of SIN Ri,j ; we assume each link can be viewed as a single user Gaussian
channel, and the Shannon Capacity of the link (i, j) is given by:

Ci,j = Wk log2 (1 + SIN Ri,j )

(4.5)

It follows from Eq. (4.5) that a larger width results in larger capacity (although in
practice most communication links achieve lower rates than Eq. (4.5)). A larger
width, however, results in smaller transmission range, which in turn results in more
hops along the end-to-end route of a ﬂow (Eq. 4.2). The more hops a route contains,
the stronger is the eﬀect of intra-path interference.
To summarize, smaller widths result in more orthogonal channels which allow for
more concurrent non-interfering communications in the same area, each such communication has larger transmission range but smaller link capacity. On the other hand, a
wider spectrum width increases the link capacity and reduces the transmission range;
this however results in smaller number of orthogonal channels (thus fewer parallel
concurrent transmissions) and stronger eﬀect of intra-path interference. Given these
conﬂicting objectives, it is clear that a variable spectrum width allocation (rather
than ﬁxed) may strike a good balance between interference control and maintaining
both higher concurrency and better spectrum reuse for wireless networks.
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4.2

Problem Formulation

We consider multi-hop wireless mesh networks with a maximum of K orthogonal
channels, each is allocated a spectrum from (5, 10, 20, 40MHz). We formulate the
joint routing, scheduling and channel and spectrum allocation in such networks as an
optimization problem. We consider M concurrent multi-hop sessions, each of which
corresponds to a source destination (s-d) pair in the network. The traﬃc demand
for each session m (1 ≤ m ≤ M ) is given by Rm (bits) which is to be transmitted
from a source sm to a destination dm . Traﬃc of a particular session may be split
to sub-ﬂows routed over diﬀerent paths. The choice of these routing paths depends
on the underlying schedule of diﬀerent concurrent transmissions. The objective of
our model is to minimize the system activation time for delivering the M sessions
without violating the minimum SINR requirement (Eq. (4.4)). We assume a TDMA
access scheme where time is divided into slots and a link may be active in one or
more time slots to meet the traﬃc requirement. Several links may be active in the
same time slot without violating the SINR requirement; such a set of links and their
spectrum allocation is referred to as a conﬁguration. A conﬁguration p is deﬁned as
p
a set of elements Wi,j
, (∀(i, j) ∈ ε).

We introduce link binary variable, xk,p
i,j , which takes a value of 1 if link (i, j) is
active (on channel k) in conﬁguration p and 0 otherwise. Given a single radio per
node, a maximum of one channel per radio, and the fact that a node can either
transmit or receive at a time, we write the radio transmission constraint as follows:
K


k=1 j:(n,j)∈ε

xk,p
n,j

+

K



xk,p
j,n ≤ 1

∀n ∈ N

(4.6)

k=1 j:(j,n)∈ε

For spectrum partitioning in a conﬁguration p, we deﬁne a spectrum partitioning
variable bk,p , which can take values from the set {0, 5, 10, 20, 40} depending upon
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the spectrum block allocated to a channel k. To assure that, the following two
constraints are introduced:

bk,p =

4


2(v−1) × 5 × zvk,p

k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.7)

k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.8)

v=1
4


zvk,p ≤ 1

v=1

where zvk,p is a binary indicator variable. Given a total spectrum of B and a maximum
of K orthogonal channels, the spectrum partitioning constraint is written as:
K


bk,p ≤ B

(4.9)

k=1

Note that, in a conﬁguration p, when bk,p = 0, then no link (i, j) ∈ ε can use that
k,p
= 0, then any link (i, j) ∈ ε
particular channel k and xk,p
i,j must be 0. Further if b

may or may not be active using that particular channel (i.e., xk,p
i,j can be 0 or 1).
k,p
can only take values from (0, 5, 10, 20 and
While xk,p
i,j is a binary variable and b

40), the relation between link variables and spectrum partitioning variables can be
written by the following equation.

k,p
xk,p
i,j ≤ b

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K

Accordingly, the element of a conﬁguration p can be calculated as follows,

p
=
Wi,j

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨bk,p

if (i, j) is active, (i.e., xk,p
i,j = 1)

⎪
⎪
⎩0

if (i, j) is inactive, (i.e.,

K

k=1
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xk,p
i,j = 0)

(4.10)

To linearize this above deﬁnition, we introduce the following expressions:

p
≤ bk,p + L(1 − xk,p
Wi,j
i,j )

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.11)

∀(i, j) ∈ ε

(4.12)

p
≥ bk,p − L(1 − xk,p
Wi,j
i,j )

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.13)

p
≥0
Wi,j

∀(i, j) ∈ ε

(4.14)

p
Wi,j

≤L

K


xk,p
i,j

k=1

where, L is a large positive constant.
p
k,p
Here, when xk,p
i,j = 1, Eq. (4.12) becomes redundant and Wi,j = b ; when

0, both Eqs. (4.11) and (4.13) become redundant and

p
Wi,j

K

k=1

xk,p
i,j =

= 0.

To maintain the interference in check for a particular conﬁguration, the SINR requirement (β) for any link (i, j) ∈ ε operating on a particular channel k with a spectrum
p
, is guaranteed as follows:
band Wi,j

k,p
k,p
p
Pt d−α
i,j xi,j + L(1 − xi,j ) ≥ β(η0 Wi,j +



k,p
(Pt d−α
a,j xa,b )) ∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K

(a,b)∈ε,a=i

(4.15)
If link (i, j) is active on a certain channel k (i.e., xk,p
i,j = 1), then Eq. (4.15) reduces
to Eq. (4.4). Otherwise L ensures that Eq. (4.15) is always satisﬁed.

4.3

Joint Routing and Scheduling Formulation

Given a set of M(|M = M |) concurrent sessions, our objective is to jointly determine
routes for these sessions, feasible link schedules (or conﬁgurations) and spectrum
allocation using the minimum system activation time. Let P denote the set of all
p
feasible conﬁgurations, and p = {Wi,j
, ∀(i, j) ∈ ε} where p ∈ P is a certain feasible
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link schedule and let |P| = P̄ . Deﬁne λp to be the time (in second) during which
conﬁguration p is active. When a conﬁguration p is scheduled, then λp > 0, otherwise
m
denote the ﬂow of traﬃc (bits) for session m ∈ M passing through
λp = 0. Let fi,j

link (i, j) ∈ ε. The LP formulation of the joint problem is presented as following:
Objective:
Minimize

P̄


λp

(4.16)

p=1

Subject to:




m
fi,j
−

j∈N :(i,j)∈ε



∀i ∈ N − {sm , dm } ∀m ∈ M

(4.17)

∀m ∈ M

(4.18)

∀m ∈ M

(4.19)

∀(i, j) ∈ ε

(4.20)

j∈N :(j,i)∈ε



fsmm ,j −

j∈N :(sm ,j)∈ε



m
fj,s
= Rm
m

j∈N :(j,sm )∈ε



fdmm ,j −

j∈N :(dm ,j)∈ε



m
fj,i
=0

λp ×

m
fj,d
= −Rm
m

j∈N :(j,dm )∈ε

p
Wi,j

× ci,j −

p∈P̄

M


m
fi,j
≥0

m=1

m
≥ 0, λp ≥ 0.
fi,j

Here, the objective function in Eq. (4.16) aims to minimize the total system
activation time to satisfy all the traﬃc demands. Eqs. (4.17-4.19) present the ﬂow
conservation constraints in the network. Eq. (4.20) indicates that the total traﬃc
routed through a link (i, j) can not exceed the total transport capacity of the link.
p
The term Wi,j
× ci,j indicates the transport capacity of a link assigned a spectrum
p
width (Hz) and ci,j is the spectral eﬃciency (bps/Hz). To keep this
band of Wi,j

model simple, we assume a ﬁxed value for ci,j = c and thus the transport capacity of
a feasible link depends only on the size of the spectrum band allocated. It is to be
noted that in a conﬁguration p, a link is assumed feasible when the SINR requirement
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is satisﬁed at the intended receiver.
Finding the solution of the above model relies on determining the set of all feasible
conﬁgurations P. According to the number of links in the network, the number of
orthogonal channels, and the number of possible channel widths, the size of P can be
extremely large. This makes the above LP computationally infeasible, since it may
not be possible to enumerate all such conﬁgurations. A more eﬀective solution is to
solve the problem without having to explicitly enumerate all possible conﬁgurations
[41, 87–89]. Such a method will be presented next.

4.4

Column Generation Decomposition Method

Column generation (CG) [79, 85, 86] is an exact optimization technique that decomposes an optimization problem into a master model and a pricing model. The
restricted master model is initialized with a subset of columns, the basis, P0 (in our
case, conﬁgurations, P0 ⊆ P) of the original problem and solved to obtain a feasible
solution to the problem. The pricing subproblem is solved to identify whether the
master should be enlarged with additional columns or not. Therefore, as opposed to
the original problem where all the columns are needed to be used at the same time to
obtain the optimal solution, CG alternates between the master (LP) and the pricing
(ILP) models, until the former contains the necessary columns to ﬁnd the optimal
solution of the problem [90].
MASTER PROBLEM

Objective:

Minimize



λp

(4.21)

p∈P0
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Subject to:

Equations (4.17-4.19),


λp ×

p
Wi,j

×c−

M


m
fi,j
≥0

∀(i, j) ∈ ε

(4.22)

m=1

p∈P0
m
fi,j
≥ 0, λp ≥ 0.

During every iteration, when the master problem is solved, we need to verify the
optimality of the solution. If it is optimal, we conclude our search, otherwise decide
a new column to join in its current basis that can improve the current solution. This
can be achieved by examining whether any new column that is not currently in P0 ,
has a negative reduced cost. Denoting the dual variables corresponding to Eq. (4.22)
by ui,j , the reduced cost (cost) for any new column that is not in P0 can be expressed
as
cost = 1 −



ui,j × Wi,j × c

(4.23)

(i,j)∈ε

When the objective is to minimize, the standard pivoting rule of the Simplex method


ui,j ×Wi,j is maximum; if (max (
ui,j ×
is to choose the column (in P) where
(i,j)∈ε

(i,j)∈ε

Wi,j ×c) ≥ 1) (i.e., a negative reduced cost), the column (in P) that is found is added
to the basis (P0 ). The master model is solved, again, with the new basis to obtain
a new solution, and the dual variable is passed to the pricing which is again solved.
The two subproblems are solved iteratively until there is no oﬀ-basis column with a
negative reduced cost found and therefore the solution is optimal [79]. Indeed, this
requires that the last Simplex iteration of the pricing model is solved to optimality
to ensure that there is no oﬀ basis column with negative reduced cost remaining in
P.
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PRICING PROBLEM

Objective:

Minimize

cost = 1 −



ui,j × Wi,j × c

(4.24)

(i,j)∈ε

Subject to:

Equations (4.6-4.15)

p
(the elements of a conﬁguration p) are used as
Note that, in the model, Wi,j

ﬁxed parameters in the master problem and as variables in the pricing, and the
dual variables (ui,j ) corresponding to Eq. (4.22) are used as ﬁxed parameters in
the pricing subproblem. Also note that, since the pricing subproblem deals with a
p
k,p
particular conﬁguration at a time, Wi,j
, xk,p
and zvk,p are replaced by Wi,j , xki,j ,
i,j , b

bk and zvk respectively in the pricing. For convenience, we present the list of variables
and parameters in Table 4.1.

4.5

A Joint Model with Spectrum & Transmission
Rate Allocation

This section extends our previous model to consider, in addition to variable spectrumwidth allocation, the allocation of link transmission rates. Note that 802.11-based
networks support data rates with discrete values and a particular transmission rate
can be achieved from a particular modulation/coding scheme. To achieve these discrete set of data rates for a certain bit error rate (BER) requirement, a transmission
needs to satisfy a discrete set of SINR threshold requirements. In our work, we
consider 4 modulation/coding schemes (|R| = 4); Table 4.2 shows the mapping of
SINR requirements to corresponding data rates for our considered modulation/coding
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Table 4.1: A List of all parameters and variables
Parameters/Variables
Pt
Rm
di,j
sm /dm
η0
k
Hk /Si,j
Wk
K
α
yvk /zvk
Tk
B
β
λp
C
R
p
L
xk,p
i,j
M
bk,p
c
m
fi,j
cost
p
Wi,j

ui,j

Deﬁnition
Transmission power
Total traﬃc for session m
Distance between nodes i and j
Source/destination node for session m
Background noise
Multiplication variables
Channel bandwidth
Number of orthogonal channels
Path loss exponent
Binary indicator variables
Transmission range using channel width Wk
Total bandwidth
SINR threshold
System activation time
Capacity
Number of transmission rates
Conﬁguration
Large constant
Link binary variable
Number of concurrent multi-hop sessions
Spectrum partitioning variable
Spectral Eﬃciency
Traﬃc ﬂow variable
Reduced cost for pricing problem
Channel bandwidth variable
(variable in pricing parameter in master)
Dual variable (variable in master parameter in pricing)
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Table 4.2: SINR-threshold values for diﬀerent transmission rates in IEEE 802.11
Modulation
BPSK
BPSK
QPSK
QPSK

Coding Rates
1/2
3/4
1/2
3/4

Tran. Rates C r (Mbps)
6
9
12
18

SINR Threshold β r (dB)
6.02
7.78
9.03
10.79

schemes [94]. Note that, the table shows SINR requirements for BER less than or
equal to 10−5 . Denote by β r the SINR requirement corresponding to a transmission
rate of r, r ∈ R. Since β r varies with the corresponding modulation/coding scheme
used, the transmission range also will vary :

Tkr =

α

Pt
η 0 Wk β r

(4.25)

This expression shows that, the maximum transmission range (Tmax ) corresponds to
the combination of the narrowest band (Wk = 5MHz) and lowest SINR requirement
(β r = 6.02dB). In other words, a denser network topology is obtained when selecting
both smaller widths and transmission rates, and a sparser topology is obtained with
larger spectrums and higher transmission rates. In the latter one (i.e., when transmission range is smaller), the SINR requirement on each link becomes higher and fewer
orthogonal channels are available (thus, limiting transmission concurrency); however,
the transport capacity per link is higher (due to the larger bandwidth per link). The
shorter range indeed implies that sessions will be routed through multi-hop routes,
which results in higher intra-path interference. Now, since each communication link
requires higher SINR for correct reception, the communication becomes very prone
to interference from neighboring links. On the other hand, both smaller width and
transmit rate result in more orthogonal channels with smaller transport capacity each
and smaller SINR requirement. The smaller SINR requirement and higher number
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of orthogonal channels result in better spectrum reuse; however, a smaller spectrum
width yields to links with smaller capacity resulting in higher system activation time.
Clearly, there are conﬂicting objectives and our model attempts to determine the best
combination of spectrum and transmission rates per link, to route the multi-hop demands while minimizing the system activation time. In this formulation we assume,
as before, that a link between nodes i and j exists if the distance between them (di,j )
is smaller or equal to Tmax . The set of all such links is represented by ε. xk,r
i,j and
r
are deﬁned as link binary variables and link bandwidth variables for diﬀerent
Wi,j

modulation/coding schemes r ∈ R.
MASTER PROBLEM
Objective: Equation (4.21)
Subject to: Equations (4.17-4.19)

p∈P0

(λp ×

R


p,r r
Wi,j
c )−

r=1

M


m
fi,j
≥0

∀(i, j) ∈ ε

(4.26)

m=1

m
fi,j
≥ 0, λp ≥ 0

where, cr in Eq. (4.26) is the spectral eﬃciency (bps/Hz) which, unlike before,
varies according to the modulation/coding scheme used as shown in Table 4.2. In
the 802.11 standard, the transmission rates (C r ) for diﬀerent modulation/coding
schemes are given assuming a ﬁxed channel bandwidth of 20 MHz. Therefore, the
spectral eﬃciency is normalized as: cr =

Cr
.
20

PRICING PROBLEM
Objective:


Minimize cost = 1 −

(i,j)∈ε
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(ui,j

R

r=1

r r
Wi,j
c)

(4.27)

Subject to:
R
K 



xk,r
n,j

k=1 r=1 j:(n,j)∈ε

K


+

R
K 



xk,r
j,n ≤ 1

∀n ∈ N (4.28)

k=1 r=1 j:(j,n)∈ε

bk ≤ B

(4.29)

k=1
R


k
xk,r
i,j ≤ b

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K (4.30)

r=1
r
≤ bk + L(1 − xk,r
Wi,j
i,j )

≤L

r
Wi,j

K


∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K, ∀r ∈ R (4.31)
∀(i, j) ∈ ε, ∀r ∈ R (4.32)

xk,r
i,j

k=1
r
≥ bk − L(1 − xk,r
Wi,j
i,j )
k,r
Pt d−α
i,j xi,j

+ L(1 −

xk,r
i,j )

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K, ∀r ∈ R (4.33)
≥β

r

r
(η0 Wi,j

+

R

−α
(Pt da,j
xk,q
a,b ))
q=1
(a,b)∈ε,a=i



(4.34)

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K, ∀r ∈ R
bk =

4


2(v−1) × 5 × zvk

k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.35)

k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.36)

v=1
4


zvk ≤ 1

v=1
r
k
≥ 0, xk,r
Wi,j
i,j = {0, 1}, zv = {0, 1}.

In this design formulation of joint channel width and transmission rate adaptation,
both the master and pricing subproblems are modeled similar to the previous design.
r
The only diﬀerence is that we have added another index r to our variables (Wi,j
, xk,r
i,j ).

Since, a link can not use more than one transmission rate at a time, constraint (4.28)
of the pricing problem restricts a link to a single transmission rate (along with single
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radio constraint).

4.6

A Greedy Heuristic for Pricing

The CG decomposition technique allows us to solve the joint design problem exactly.
The approach taken by CG is to repeatedly iterate between master and pricing subproblems; the pricing subproblem generates promising conﬁgurations/schedules and
pass them back to the master. As long as promising conﬁgurations are found (in
the pricing), the iteration continues. Observe that the master problem deals with
m
non-integer variables (fi,j
, λp ) and usually is easy to solve (LP). The pricing however

deals mostly with integer variables (xki,j , zvk ) which is commonly more diﬃcult to solve
(ILP). As the network size gets larger, the number of links and thus the number of
integer variables (xki,j ) increase exponentially and the pricing subproblem becomes
very diﬃcult to solve. Therefore, and we verify later, our decomposition approach
for solving this joint optimization problem is limited to only small size networks.
To solve the pricing subproblem more eﬃciently, we introduce a greedy heuristic to
reduce the number of integer variables (e.g., xki,j ) and thus speed up the solution of
the ILP pricing. The heuristic works by observing that in our pricing problem, a
maximum of K (K = 16) bands are available in the spectrum (i.e., 16 channels with
5MHz bandwidth each), and thus the maximum number of link integer variable xki,j
is K times the number of links. However, depending on the spectrum partitioning,
the number of spectrum bands (and hence the number of binary link variables) may
be much smaller than K. In our greedy heuristic (Algorithm 4.1) we start with an
initial bandwidth partitioning bkinitial with as few as two bands (K = 2) of 40MHz
each and solve the pricing problem. If we obtain a conﬁguration pinitial with negative
reduced cost (costinitial < 0), we add that conﬁguration as a new column into the
basis of the master problem. Otherwise, we generate a new candidate bandwidth
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partitioning solution bkcan from the current bandwidth partitioning solution bkcur (initially, bkcur = bkintial ) by removing at random one spectrum band (i.e., channel) from
K

bkcan = B (Line
bkcur and adding one or more spectrum bands instead, such that
k=1

9 of Algorithm 4.1). We iteratively, generate diﬀerent bkcan from bkcur and compare
the current (costcur ) and candidate (costcan ) cost as long as we get a candidate conﬁguration (pcan ) with negative reduced cost (costcan < 0) or exhaust the maximum
number of iterations (Loop). If we get a conﬁguration with negative reduced cost
before the number of iterations is exhausted, we add that conﬁguration as new column into the basis of the master problem, otherwise we terminate the program. As
before, the alternation between master and pricing problem continues as long we can
get conﬁgurations with negative reduced cost from the heuristic.
Algorithm 4.1 Greedy Heuristic
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

Initialize bkinitial = {40, 40}
Get costinitial and pinitial by solving PRICING ILP by ﬁxing bk to bkinitial
if costinitial < 0 then
Add pinitial as new column into the basis of the master problem
else
bkcur = bkinitial , costcur = costinitial and pcur = pinitial
Initialize Loop=Maximum number of iterations
while i ≤ Loop and costcan ≥ 0 do
Generate bkcan from bkcur
Get costcan and pcan by solving PRICING ILP by ﬁxing bk to bkcan
if costcan ≤ costcur then
bkcan = bkcur , costcan = costcur and pcan = pcur
end if
i++
end while
if costcur < 0 then
Add pcur as new column into the basis of the master problem
end if
end if
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4.7

An Alternative Variable Width Adaptation
Design Approach

We now turn our attention to an alternative design of WMNs, where regardless of the
spectrum widths on the allocated channels, all links must satisfy a ﬁxed transmission
data rate (link capacity) requirement. Note that, this design is not meant to limit a
link to a ﬁxed capacity, but rather it ensures that all links in the system must achieve
at least a certain link transmission capacity that ensures a target data rate for each
user, which is appropriate either to support certain applications with stringent delay
constraints or due to some user expectations [55]. Similar to before, our objective
is to do joint routing, scheduling and optimal spectrum allocation. From Eq. (4.5),
it follows that to maintain a predetermined capacity per link, as the channel bandwidth varies, the required SINR (or SINR threshold) must vary accordingly. For a
predetermined transmission capacity C, let β k be the SINR threshold corresponding
to a channel width bk (bk ∈ [0, 5, 20, 40]M Hz):
C

β k = 2 bk − 1

(4.37)

From the above expression, we see that smaller channel widths need to satisfy much
higher SINR requirements to achieve the same transmission capacity. Substituting
Eq. (4.37) into Eq. (4.2), the transmission range (Tk ) can be written as follows:

Tk =

Pt

α

C

η0 × bk × (2 bk − 1)

(4.38)

Table 4.3 shows the diﬀerent values obtained for β k and Tk as we vary the channel
bandwidth bk for a 10Mbps link capacity. Transmission power Pt and spectral density
of the thermal noise η0 are assumed 10mWatt and 10−6 Watt/MHz respectively.
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Table 4.3: Values of β k and Tk while varying bk for C =10Mbps
bk
0
5
10
20
40

βk
Inf
3.0
1.0
0.4142
0.1892

Tk (m)
0
25.8199
31.6228
34.7434
36.3497

We can see from Table 4.3 that transmitting at a ﬁxed data rate over narrower
bandwidth translates into a higher SINR requirement which also results in lower
transmission range. Clearly, although narrower bands yield more orthogonal channels that can be used concurrently, the reuse of the same channel is however limited
due to the higher SINR requirement. Alternatively, wider bands have lower SINR
requirement but partitions the spectrum into smaller number of orthogonal channels. With lower SINR requirement, the spectrum spatial reuse is improved as the
same channel may be used concurrently by diﬀerent transmissions. Note that since
narrower widths have shorter transmission ranges (higher SINR requirement), the
likelihood of multi-hop routing is higher, which results in stronger intra-path interference. Evidently, there are various conﬂicting objectives and our design in this
section will try to ﬁnd a good balance to achieve optimal system performance.

4.7.1

Problem Formulation

Given a set of M (|M| = M ) concurrent sessions, our objective is to determine
routes for these sessions and feasible link schedules using minimum system activation
time. We assume ﬁxed transmission data rate and we formulate the joint routing and
scheduling problem. The objective of the master problem in Eq. (4.21) and the ﬂow
conservation constraints (4.17-4.19) remain unchanged from the original problem.
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The capacity constraint in Eq. (4.22) is written as:


λp × C ×

−

api,j

M


m
fi,j
≥0

∀(i, j) ∈ ε

(4.39)

m=1

p∈P0

Where, C is the ﬁxed link capacity (a constant) and api,j represents the elements in
conﬁguration p. Here, a conﬁguration p is the set of all links which can be active
simultaneously without violating the SINR requirement of Eq. (4.4) with β being
replaced by β k . api,j can be written as a function of the link binary variable, xk,p
i,j :

api,j

=

K


xk,p
i,j

(4.40)

k=1

For the pricing subproblem, the constraints (4.6), (4.9) and (4.10) of the original
problem remain unchanged in the alternate formulation. The SINR constraint (4.15)
is rewritten as follows:
k
k
k
k
Pt d−α
i,j xi,j + L(1 − xi,j ) ≥ β (η0 b +



k
(Pt d−α
a,j xa,b ))

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K

(a,b)∈ε,a=i

(4.41)
Here, β k , bk and xka,b are all variables and hence Eq. (4.15) becomes quadratic. To
linearize the ﬁrst term in the right hand side of the inequality (i.e., product of β k
and bk ) we consider a multiplication variable H k . Since there are only 5 channel
bandwidth (bk ) options (0, 5, 10, 20 and 40 MHz) and since a particular channel
bandwidth has a predetermined SINR-threshold (β k ), H k is obtained by multiplying
the value of β k which corresponds to the value of bk (Table 4.3). Now, we can rewrite
Eq. (4.41) as follows:
k
k
k
k
Pt d−α
i,j xi,j + L(1 − xi,j ) ≥ η0 H + β



k
(Pt d−α
a,j xa,b ))

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K

(a,b)∈ε,a=i

(4.42)
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where the following expressions linearize the deﬁnition of H k :

bk =

4


2(v−1) × 5 × yvk

k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.43)

k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.44)

k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.45)

k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.46)

k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.47)

v=1

k

β =

4


(2

C
2(v−1) ×5

− 1) ×

yvk

+ L(1 −

4


yvk )

v=1

v=1

Hk =

4


C

(2 2(v−1) ×5 − 1) × 2(v−1) × 5 × yvk

v=1

Hk ≥ 0
4


yvk ≤ 1

v=1

yvk = {0, 1}
Here, L is a large positive constant. β k =Inf when, bk =0. To linearize the second
term in the right hand side of Eq. (4.41) (i.e., product of β k and xki,j ), we substitute
k
, deﬁned as follows:
the product by a new variable Si,j

k
Si,j

=

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨β k

if link (i, j) is active, on channel k (i.e., xki,j = 1)

⎪
⎪
⎩0

Otherwise (i.e., xki,j = 0)

The above deﬁnition can be linearized with the following constraints:

k
Si,j
≤ β k + L(1 − xki,j )

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.48)

k
≤ Lxki,j
Si,j

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.49)

k
≥ β k − L(1 − xki,j )
Si,j

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.50)

k
≥0
Si,j

∀(i, j) ∈ ε, k = 1, 2, ..., K

(4.51)
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Hence, the SINR constraint can be rewritten as follows:
k
k
k
Pt d−α
i,j xi,j + L(1 − xi,j ) ≥ η0 H +



k
(Pt d−α
a,j Sa,b )

(4.52)

(a,b)∈ε,a=i

The Pricing problem for the alternate formulation is presented as follows:
PRICING PROBLEM
Objective:
Minimize cost = 1 − C ×



ui,j .ai,j (=

(i,j)∈ε

K


xki,j )

(4.53)

k=1

Subject to: Equations (4.6), (4.9), (4.10) and (4.43-4.52)
xki,j = {0, 1}, yvk = {0, 1}

4.8

Numerical Results

We present numerical results to evaluate the two formulations presented earlier in
Sections 4.4 and 4.7 and we refer to them as JRSVW1 and JRSVW2 (for Joint Routing and Scheduling with Variable Width). We also evaluate our enhanced model
which considers optimal transmission rate selection, presented in Section 4.5. In
our evaluation, we assume constant power (Pt = 10mWatt), unless mentioned otherwise. Path loss exponent is chosen as α = 2 and η0 = 10−6 Watt/MHz. The CG
is implemented in C++ and solved using the CPLEX Concert Technology (version
9.1.3) [95].

4.8.1

Evaluation of JRSVW1

Evaluation on a small network
In our evaluation, the SINR threshold is chosen as β = 1.3 and the link spectral
eﬃciency is ﬁxed to c = 1.206 bps/Hz. We consider ﬁrst a small network (5 nodes)
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Figure 4.1: A 5-nodes network
shown in Fig. 4.1. As we mentioned earlier, the topology of the network depends on
whether a link exists between any two nodes or not. A link exists if the receiver is
within the transmission range of a transmitter. Fig. 4.1(a)-(d) shows the diﬀerent
topologies that result for diﬀerent ﬁxed channel widths (5-40 MHz). We consider
three parallel multi-hop sessions, each corresponds to a particular s-d pair in the network. The three sessions are (3,1), (0,3) and (1,2) with traﬃc demands of (27.4085),
(6.914) and (9.72211) in Mbits respectively randomly generated.
We present the numerical solutions of JRSVW1 for this 5-node network in Tables
4.4 and 4.5. Table 4.4 compares the performance of the ﬁxed channel width allocation
(5MHz and 40MHz are shown) to that of variable channel width adaptation model in
terms of optimal routing. When the spectrum width is ﬁxed to 5MHz, the resulting
network topology is shown in Fig. 4.1(a) and Table 4.4 shows that all sessions are
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Table 4.4: Routing paths and traﬃc ﬂows in a 5-nodes network with 3-sessions
Ses.
1
2

Fixed 5MHz
Routing Traﬃc
Path
(Mbits)
(3, 1)
27.4085
(0, 3)
6.9143

3

(1, 2)

Fixed 40MHz
Routing
Traﬃc
Path
(Mbits)
(3, 0, 4, 1)
27.4085
(0, 3)
6.9143

9.72211

(1, 4, 0, 3, 2)

9.72211

Variable width
Routing
Traﬃc
Path
(Mbits)
(3, 0, 4,1)
27.4085
(0, 3)
6.9143
(1, 4, 0, 3, 2) 0.760948
(1, 2)
8.96117

Table 4.5: Conﬁgurations for a 5-nodes network with 3-sessions
Channel
Width
Fixed
5MHz

Fixed
40MHz

Variable
Width

Conf.

Active Links

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

(1,2)
(3,1)
(0,3), (1,2)
(0,3)
(0,4)
(4,0)
(0,3), (1,4)
(3,0), (4,1)
(0,4), (3,2)
MHz) (3, 0,
MHz) (4, 1,
MHz) (4, 1,
MHz) (4, 0,
MHz) (1, 2,
MHz) (1, 2,

(1,
(3,
(3,
(1,
(0,
(0,

4,
2,
0,
2,
3,
4,

40
40
40
10
40
40
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40
40
40
40
10
10

MHz)
MHz)
MHz)
MHz)
MHz)
MHz)

Link Act.
Time (sec)
0.467333
4.56187
1.15082
0.143852
0.367965
0.202269
0.202269
0.570233
0.202269
0.0158315
0.0158315
0.554402
0.0158315
0.0159684
0.0570233

Sys. Act.
Time (sec)
6.18002

1.68886

1.33181

routed through a one-hop path each. When the spectrum width is ﬁxed to 40MHz, the
transmission range gets shorter and the network is modiﬁed as shown in Fig. 4.1(d).
Clearly, one-hop routing is not feasible for the sessions (3-1 and 1-2) as opposed to
5MHz bandwidth; however, the transport capacity of the links is increased due to
the increase in the spectrum band allocation. As mentioned earlier, more hops along
the route result in stronger intra-path interference. To mitigate the eﬀect of this
interference, links on successive hops must be scheduled at diﬀerent times. Table
4.5 compares the performance in terms of total system activation time. Here, we
can see that, the 40MHz case signiﬁcantly outperform the 5MHz case (more than 3
times less). This is mainly due to the large capacity links provided by the 40MHz
bands. Intra-path interference is mitigated by scheduling interfering links (along a
single path) at diﬀerent times and this is illustrated in the table where the optimal
solution of 40MHz case yielded 6 diﬀerent conﬁgurations where 5MHz case only
yielded 3. Further, due to the single radio constraints, two successive links can not
be scheduled simultaneously (e.g., links (3-0) and (0-4) along the route of session
3-1). The variable spectrum allocation selects a mixture of small and large bands
available in the system to achieve the optimal solution. This is shown in Table 4.5
(variable width) where both 10MHz and 40MHz are used in the optimal solution. We
can also see from Table 4.4 that multi-path routing on the same session is performed
for optimal routing. For example, 0.760948 Mbits of session 3 are routed over a multihop path of larger transport capacity links, while a 8.96117 Mbits of the same session
is routed over a single hop path (1-2) with 10MHz spectrum band. This shows that
a mixture of large capacity short links with high concurrency and smaller capacity
longer links are selected in the optimal solution. Therefore, longer high-capacity
routes or shorter smaller-capacity routes do not result in best system throughput
but rather there is a balance and the variable width adaptation model achieves this
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balance. The overall performance of variable spectrum-width allocation is superior
to all other schemes, resulting in a system activation time of 1.33181(s) to deliver
the demands; this is an improvement of 21.14% over the best of the ﬁxed bandwidth
schemes.

Evaluation of the Greedy pricing
We evaluate the results obtained by the greedy heuristic (presented in Section 4.6)
for eﬀectively solving the pricing subproblem and show that indeed the greedy yields
results close to optimal. We consider four sets of randomly generated networks of 5,
10 and 20 nodes (5N, 10N and 20N) and diﬀerent traﬃc instances (3-50 sessions).
These networks are deployed over a 100m × 100m area and each session m has a trafﬁc demand randomly generated in the range of 0 < Rm ≤ 35Mbits. To minimize the
inﬂuence of network topology, all the results presented in this section are averaged
over four sets of results achieved from four sets of network topologies. Fig. 4.2(a)
shows the system activation time obtained from JRSVW1 using both exact (CG) and
greedy heuristic methods; we observe that constantly the greedy heuristic yields solutions very close to those obtained using the exact method, with a highest optimality
gap being below 2%. The two methods however diﬀer in their computation times,
as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). As the size of the network and number of sessions increase,
the exact model becomes unscalable with the greedy algorithm enjoying fast running
times. For example, for a 20-nodes network with 50 sessions, the heuristic obtains
the solution after 1 hour of CPU time while the exact pricing took close to 21 days
of CPU time (i.e., more than 500× than that of greedy). Therefore, in the rest of the
chapter, all the results from JRSVW1 are achieved using the heuristic model, unless
otherwise stated.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between exact and greedy heuristic model
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Figure 4.3: System activation time comparison between ﬁxed and variable bandwidth
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Figure 4.4: CPU time comparison between ﬁxed and variable bandwidth
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Figure 4.5: Variable bandwidth performance gain
Evaluation of JRSVW1 on larger networks
We evaluate the performance of JRSVW1 on diﬀerent networks with varying sizes
(5N - 40N) and traﬃc loads (3S - 50S) (5N and 3S stand for 5 nodes and 3 sessions);
note that results from each network size is averaged over 4 instances. We compare
the performance of JRSVW1 with the best ﬁxed-width spectrum allocation (in our
case it is partitioning the spectrum into two channels of 40MHz each). The results
are presented in Figs. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. We observe that although JRSVW1 requires
more computation time (as expected) than the ﬁxed band allocation, it results in
much better performance, shown by the lower system activation time; this is due to
its capability of better managing interference in the network by eﬀective partitioning
and allocation of the spectrum. This performance gain is illustrated in Fig. 4.5;
although there is no straight forward pattern for the gain, we can see that the gain
improves with the traﬃc load. The reason we observe smaller gains when the load
is lighter is due to the fact that with small number of sessions, partitioning into
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large spectrum blocks would yield optimal results because the interference is not a
limiting factor (ﬂows may be routed apart from each other to avoid interference)
and there is not a strong contention on the available spectrum. For larger networks
(and higher loads), the interference becomes a serious threat on the performance.
Indeed, JRSVW1 eﬀectively partitions the spectrum into channels of varying widths
to be allocated to communication links to combat the interference and satisfy the
traﬃc demands. Our results indicate, an average performance gain of 23.5% for
JRSVW1 achieved over the joint routing and scheduling problem with best ﬁxed
spectrum partitioning and a maximum performance gain of 40.4% in terms of system
activation time.

Impact of transmission power
We consider a network of 20 nodes and vary the number of sessions between 3 and
50 (3S - 50S); the transmission power varies between 10mW to 60mW. We compare
the performance of JRSVW1 with best ﬁxed band allocation. We observe that as the
power increases, the system activation time decreases (i.e., better performance) (Figs.
4.6(a) and 4.6(b)) and the computation time increases (Figs. 4.7(a) and 4.7(b)).
Clearly, as the transmission power increases, the transmission range increases and
therefore the network connectivity increases as well. This results in denser networks
and hence more links. The increase in the number of links results in increase in the
number of link integer variables in the pricing subproblem and therefore an increase
in the computation time to solve the model (as the ﬁgure shows). On the other
hand, more links in the network give the optimizer freedom to schedule more links
in the same time-slots and thus increase the number of concurrent transmissions
that satisfy the SINR constraint and improve the system performance. Fig. 4.8(a)
shows (for a ﬁxed 40MHz 20N-50S System) that when transmission power increases
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Figure 4.6: System activation time with variable transmission power
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Figure 4.7: CPU time with variable transmission power
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the average number of active links per time-slot also increases. Note that, we have
considered a single radio system (i.e., radio constraint), so for a 20-nodes network
no more than 10 links can be active at a time in a single time-slot. As a result of
that, as we further increase the transmit power, there is no further enhancement
in the system performance (Figs. 4.6(a), 4.6(b) and 4.9) because most of the timeslots already have 10 links concurrently active in them. Although radio constraint is
one of the main limiting factor, it is not the only one. We can see from Fig. 4.8(b)
that as transmission power increases the interference power is getting more dominant
over the noise power and while the number of concurrently active links per time slot
increase the average SINR per link decreases (Fig. 4.8(c)). Therefore, even when
the radio constraint allows, it is not always feasible to add more concurrently active
links in the same time-slot without violating the SINR constraint.

Evaluation of JRSVW1 with transmission rate adaptation
We evaluate the performance of the model presented in Section 4.5 where in addition
to varying the channel width, we also vary the transmission data rate (VWVR). The
mapping between transmission rates and SINR threshold is shown in Table 4.2. We
consider networks of 5, 10 and 20 nodes and vary the traﬃc load between 3 and 40
sessions and each of the results presented is averaged over four instances. The base
of our comparison is the model where both the spectrum width and the transmission
rates are ﬁxed (FWFR) and we select the one that yields best results to compare
with. We also consider two other models where in one the spectrum width is variable
but transmission rate is ﬁxed (VWFR) and in the other one the spectrum width is
ﬁxed and the rate is variable (FWVR). We ﬁrst consider a 20 nodes network with
traﬃc load of 20 sessions and we evaluate (Fig. 4.10) the performance of FWFR,
for diﬀerent spectrum widths and diﬀerent transmission rates, to determine the best
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Figure 4.11: System activation time with variable bandwidth and rate adaptation
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Figure 4.12: Variable bandwidth and rate adaptation performance gain
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20

(width-rate) combination to operate our base model FWFR. Clearly, FWFR with
40MHz and 18Mbps yielded the best results and will be used as the base model in
the rest of our evaluation.
Figs. 4.11(a)-(c) show the system activation vs. traﬃc load for the 4 diﬀerent
models and diﬀerent networks we consider and Figs. 4.12(a)-(c) depict the performance gain the three models achieve over the base model (FWFR). Observe that
transmission rate adaptation and spectrum width adaptation are both shown to be
eﬀective mechanisms for managing interference and eﬀectively sharing the spectrum
resource among concurrent transmissions. Both FWVR and VWFR achieve higher
performance than FWFR, with VWVR outperforming all models due to the higher
degree of freedom (2 dimensions) in adapting the proper parameters. This indeed
suggests the beneﬁts of developing corresponding MAC protocols with capability of
jointly tuning transmission rate and spectrum width to improve the transmission
quality.

4.8.2

Evaluation of Alternative Variable Width Adaptation
Model

In the ﬁrst scenario, we consider 2 diﬀerent networks, the ﬁrst consists of 6 nodes
(3 single hope ﬂows) and the other consists of 14 nodes (7 single hop ﬂows) both
deployed over a 25m × 25m area. Table 4.6 shows the performance results for the
diﬀerent design methods. We can see a clear contrast between these results and those
obtained in Section 4.8.1. Here, the 5MHz ﬁxed channel width model outperforms the
40MHz channel width model in both network instances. Recall that a smaller width
partitions the spectrum into more orthogonal channels that may be used concurrently.
Considering a spectrum of 80MHz, we have a total to 16 channels of 5MHz width and
2 channels of 40MHz width, each providing the same transmission capacity but with
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Table 4.6: System activation time in scenario 1
Number
of Nodes
6
14

Total System Activation Time (in sec)
Variable width Fixed 5MHz Fixed 40MHz
2.94066
2.94066
3.53092
3.42802
3.42802
4.1423

Table 4.7: System activation time in scenario 2
Number
of Nodes
6
14

Total System Activation
Variable Fixed
Fixed
Width
5MHz 10MHz
3.23882 6.14107
6.099
3.19077 3.50789 3.34113

Time (in
Fixed
20MHz
3.23882
3.19077

sec)
Fixed
40MHz
4.6058
3.64105

diﬀerent SINR requirement. With 5MHz ﬁxed channel width, all single hop ﬂows (in
both network instances) can be active and scheduled concurrently; alternatively with
40MHz widths, only 2 channels are available and hence the ﬂows must be scheduled
at diﬀerent times, leading to a longer schedule length. We should note however,
that although only two 40MHz channels are available, the SINR requirement for
transmission on each such channel is much smaller (derived in Table 4.3), which means
the same channel may be reused on diﬀerent links with enough spatial separation.
The alternative variable width adaptation model dynamically searches for the optimal
spectrum allocation and yields a minimal system activation time (similar to that
obtained with 5MHz) with a 16.7% (17.24%) reduction in system activation time for
the 6-node (14-node) networks over ﬁxed 40MHz spectrum allocation.
In scenario 2, we consider both 6-node and 14-node networks over a 34m × 34m
area. For a 20MHz and 40MHz channel widths, all nodes are within transmissions
range of each other, as can be seen from Table 4.3; however, with 5 and 10MHz
widths, some sessions may fall outside each other’s transmission range and require
intermediate forwarding. Clearly, in addition to inter-path interference, with multihop routing, intra-path interference becomes also a limiting factor. The numerical
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Table 4.8: System activation time in scenario 3
Number
of Nodes
10

Total System Activation Time (in sec)
Variable width Fixed 5MHz Fixed 40MHz
8.71983
9.84742
8.71983

Table 4.9: System activation time in scenario 4
Number
of Nodes
6

Total System Activation
Variable Fixed
Fixed
Width
5MHz 10MHz
3.23882 6.14107
6.099

Time (in
Fixed
20MHz
4.6058

sec)
Fixed
40MHz
4.6058

results are presented in Table 4.7. We see that (for the 6-nodes network), both 5
and 10MHz are out performed by the other design methods; this is mainly due to
the fact that with these widths, ﬂows are delivered to their destinations through
multi-hop routes and links on successive hops along a path are scheduled separately
(the single radio constraint), although more orthogonal channels are available. With
40MHz, only two orthogonal channels are available and hence all three ﬂows cannot be
concurrently active leading to a larger schedule length than 20MHz (where all three
ﬂows are active concurrently). We observe that our optimal selection corresponds
to that obtained with 20MHz channel width. Similar observations can be seen for
the 14-nodes network as shown in Table 4.7 with 40MHz being outperformed by the
other schemes, due to the limit in the available channels.
We now consider a 10-node random network deployed over a 50m × 50m area
with 10 randomly generated sessions. We present the numerical results obtained from
ﬁxed 5MHz, 40MHz and variable width allocation design in Table 4.8. The network
is not fully connected for any of the channel widths; both 40MHz and alternative
model achieve optimal schedule length. Here, wider widths have longer reach and
hence the sessions are more likely to either be delivered on single hop routes (if
possible) or on routes with smaller hops (than those selected by the 5MHz); the
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performance of the 5MHz width allocation in hence more aﬀected by the intra-path
interference. In addition, since the SINR requirement for 40MHz channel is much
smaller, inter-path interference is not a major issue and the same channel can be
reused on multiple links concurrently. Finally we consider the same 6-node network
of scenario 2 with 3 single hope sessions and change the distance of one of the links
such that the destination could not be reached by the source directly with a 20MHz
channel but it can be reached in a single hop by using 40MHz channel. We deﬁne this
scenario as scenario 4. Here, our model achieves the best performance; with 40MHz
width, only 2 orthogonal channels are available and hence all three ﬂows cannot be
concurrently active. With 20MHz, one ﬂow requires multi hop routing and hence the
intra-path interference limits the performance. Our alternative design approach for
variable width adaptation uses mixture of both 20MHz and 40MHz widths to yield
an optimal schedule length of 3.23882 (s). A signiﬁcant reduction of almost 30%
(over the best ﬁxed scheme) in the schedule length.

4.9

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a cross-layer formulation for the joint routing, scheduling and spectrum allocation problem in multi-channel multi-rate wireless mesh networks. While narrower spectrum widths divide the total available spectrum into more
non-overlapping channels allowing more parallel concurrent transmissions, wider bands
have the eﬀect, to either increase the transport capacity per link or reduce the SINR
requirement to achieve the same link capacity. We presented two diﬀerent formulations for solving the same problem; in the ﬁrst one, we assume the link capacity as a
function of channel bandwidth and in the second one, we assume ﬁxed link capacity
where the SINR threshold is a function of the channel bandwidth. Contrasting results
are obtained from each design method with predetermined channel widths; while in
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the ﬁrst design, smaller widths always yield worse performance (due to the small
achievable link capacities), in the second design, the performance depends on the
network and traﬃc scenarios under study. In all studied cases, however, the variable
channel-width allocation achieved optimal performance; this is due to the capability
of the model in achieving optimal partitioning to the spectrum which simultaneously
maximizes spatial reuse and minimizes intra-path interference. Our work shows that
larger system throughput can be achieved when both the spectrum width and data
rate are considered as adaptable, rather than ﬁxed, control parameters in network
design.
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Chapter 5
Optimal Flexible Spectrum
Allocation
In this chapter we consider a more ﬂexible optimal spectrum allocation technique.
Unlike the previous chapter, here, we do not impose optimal partitioning of the
available spectrum band into a set of non-overlapping channels rather we let the
cross-layer design decide on the channel bandwidth positions. In this way a more
ﬂexible allocation of bandwidth is possible, since the transmissions may use overlapping channels. When considering spectrum overlap, the design problem gets further
complicated, and adjacent channel interference must be dealt with properly. The
Interference factor (I-factor) captures the amount of overlap between a transmitting
and an overlapping interfering channel. This I-factor may not be predeﬁned, but
rather it is jointly determined when performing channel assignment as it depends on
the portion of overlap between two channels.
We again adopt the widely used cross-layer optimization to formulate the joint
problem of routing, optimal link scheduling and spectrum assignment and we use a
realistic model for characterizing the interference. Under this (centralized) approach,
link scheduling determines the set of transmission links which can be concurrently
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active without violating the interference constraints. Under optimal scheduling, one
needs to allocate spectrum on active links to satisfy the traﬃc demands. In this
work, the spectrum allocation is done by properly ﬁnding the location and the size
of the spectrum block assigned to each active link.
Similar to previous chapter, the set of active links together with their allocated
spectrum blocks are referred to as a transmission conﬁguration and the joint optimization can then be obtained by constructing the whole set of such conﬁgurations.
We model mathematically this combinatorial complex problem which requires the
enumeration of all conﬁgurations, and we present a decomposition method, based on
column generation, for solving it without exhaustive enumerations. We show that
this cross layer design is computationally very complex to solve, except for very small
network instances. The complexity arises as a result of the mathematical function
characterizing the physical interference as well as the large combinatorial nature of
the problem. To circumvent the ﬁrst diﬃculty, researchers have adopted a more
simpliﬁed, but scalable, interference model commonly known as the protocol model.
This simpliﬁed model is shown to underestimate the interference in the network and
thus results in schedules which may not be feasible under physical interference constraints. The diﬃculty arising from the second problem is attributed to the fact
that the pricing subproblem deals with a large number of integer variables and usually is quite hard (ILP) to solve. To overcome this problem, we propose a heuristic
based on simulated annealing (SA) to solve the pricing subproblem. To overcome
the ﬁrst problem, we assume the simpliﬁed protocol model but we only allow our SA
to generate conﬁgurations which are feasible under physical interference constraints.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: System model is presented in
Section 5.1. In Section 5.2 we present the problem formulation and its decomposition
in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4 we present an illustrative example. Section 5.5 presents
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the simulated annealing based heuristic model for solving the pricing. Numerical
results and discussions are given in Section 5.6 and conclusions in Section 5.7.

5.1

System Model

5.1.1

Network Model

We consider a network with a set of V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vN } nodes(|V | = N ); the Euclidean distance between two nodes vi and vj is denoted by dij . We assume each
node is equipped with a single frequency-agile radio and can dynamically conﬁgure the channel center frequency and width. These parameters can be adjusted
within 10s of microseconds on commodity (WiFi) hardware [52]. We assume a total
accessible target spectrum band of BMHz, which may be partitioned into several
variable-width contiguous blocks; due to hardware limitations [14], the bandwidth
values are assumed to be discrete from the set W = {5, 10, 20, 40}MHz, and each
spectrum block is characterized by its start and end frequencies. Let E denote the
set of links in the network. A link l = (vi , vj ) ∈ E iﬀ vj can successfully receive and
decode a signal from vi . In the absence of any interference, the signal to noise ratio
(SN R) at the intended receiver is:

k
SN Rij
=

Pt gij
η0 w k

(5.1)

where, Pt is the sender transmission power, gij is the channel propagation gain (gij =
g(dij )), η0 is the power spectral density of the thermal noise and wk is the width of
the spectrum block allocated on link (vi , vj ). A transmission is thus successful iﬀ
the SNR at the receiving node exceeds a certain threshold β and we say that vj is
within the transmission range of vi . Therefore, a link l = (vi , vj ) ∈ E iﬀ vj is within
the transmission range of vi . Let Tk denote the transmission range when node vi
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transmits using a power Pt and a radio spectrum of width wk . Setting SN R = β, we
obtain:
g(Tk ) = (

Pt −1
)
η0 wk β

or Tk = g −1 ((

Pt −1
) )
η0 wk β

(5.2)

where g(.) is the channel gain function. For the widely used uniform channel model,
1

Pt
α
gij = d−α
ij where α is the path loss exponent; then, Tk = ( η0 wk β ) . For a ﬁxed Pt ,

η0 , and β, the transmission range Tk depends on the spectrum width wk ; a wider
channel spectrum implies a shorter transmission range and a smaller spectrum yields
a larger range. Thus, Eq. (5.1) shows that for a particular radio link (vi , vj ) and a
ﬁxed gij , when a smaller spectrum band is allocated, a higher SNR is observed at
the receiver and when a wider spectrum is used, a lower SNR is observed. It is to
be noted, however, that the wider bandwidth results in higher link capacity. Since
the transmission range of a node depends on the allocated spectrum, the existence
of a communication link between two nodes depends, in addition to the Euclidean
distance, on the size of the spectrum allocated to the link. That is, while vj may
not be in the transmission range of node vi for spectrum band wk1 , both nodes may
communicate using a spectrum band wk2 < wk1 .
Let Ek denote the set of radio links in the network corresponding to spectrum
band wk ; thus, Gk is a graph representing the radio connectivity in the network,
Gk = (V, Ek ). A link l = (vi , vj ) ∈ Ek iﬀ vj is within the transmission range of vi
when the radio link is assigned a spectrum wk . We now deﬁne E as the set of all
possible radio links, i.e., E = ∪wk ∈W Ek , and G = (V, E). G is therefore a multilayer graph, each layer is a subgraph Gk representing the connectivity in the network
corresponding to a particular spectrum width wk (we note that when the size of a
spectrum block takes any arbitrary value in the permissible band (e.g., [53]), then
modeling the system using graph G would not be feasible). The connectivity in each
subgraph is determined according to the transmission range given by Eq. (5.2) and
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Figure 5.1: Multi-layer graph representing radio connectivity at diﬀerent channel
widths: 5MHz (up) 10MHz (middle) 20MHz (bottom)
the Euclidean distances between each pair of nodes. A link  ∈ E then corresponds
to a pair of nodes vi and vj within transmission range of each other and a particular
spectrum block b (b = wk ∈ W ). b is characterized by its start and end frequencies
‘s ’ and ‘e ’.
Fig. 5.1 shows the multi-layer graph representing a network of 5 nodes, each
layer represents the connectivity in the network for a particular spectrum width (5,
10 and 20MHz). We assume α = 2, η0 = 10−6 watt/MHz, Pt = 1mW , β = 1.3; for
diﬀerent channel widths, we obtain the following transmission ranges: T5 = 39.22m,
T10 = 27.74m, T20 = 19.61m. Fig. 5.1(up) shows the directed graph corresponding to
5MHz width; notice here that d1,3 > T5 and thus node 3 is outside the transmission
range of node 1 (and vice-versa). d1,4 ≤ T5 , and nodes 1 and 4 are within transmission
range of each other. For wk = 20MHz (Fig. 5.1(bottom)), T20 = 19.61m, hence
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d1,4 > T20 and nodes 1 and 4 fall outside each other’s transmission range.

5.1.2

Interference Model

In the presence of concurrent transmission on neighboring links, a transmission may
be corrupted as a result of strong interference caused by active links on the overlapping portions of the spectrum. Considering the cumulative eﬀects of interference,
a transmission is successful if the SIN R at the intended receiver is above a certain
threshold:
SIN R =

η0 b  +



Pt · g 
≥β
Pt · g(t( ),r()) · I(, )

(5.3)

t( )=t(),r()

where, t(), t( ) and r(), r( ) are the transmitters and receivers of links  and
 respectively. I(, ) (I(, ) ∈ [0, 1]) is the normalized interference factor (I-factor)
[48] which captures the amount of overlap between a transmission (on link  ) on
a certain spectrum block and reception on link . This model, which takes into
account cumulative interference from all other links is widely known as physical
interference model. The value of I(, ) depends on the spectrum assignment on
links  and  , which is dependent on the values of s , e , s and e . The amount
of overlap is captured quantitatively by calculating the area of intersection between
interfering signal’s spectrum St( ),b and receiver’s band-pass ﬁlter Br(),b [48, 96].
∞

IF, (τ ) =

−∞

St( ),b (f )Br(),b (f − τ )df

(5.4)

Here, τ is the diﬀerence between the center frequencies of the channels used on
links  and  . St( ),b (f ) denotes the power distribution of the interfering signal
(on interfering link  ) across the frequency spectrum and Br(),b (f ) represents the
frequency response of the band-pass ﬁlter at the receiver of link . Similar to [48,
96], we approximate the signal power distribution with the corresponding transmit
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spectrum mask; the normalized I-factor between the spectrum of interfering signal
on  and the signal of interest on  can be written as:

I(, ) =

Λ,
Λ

(5.5)

where Λ, is the area of overlap between the spectrum of the interfering signal and
the frequency response of the band pass ﬁlter at the receiver of  and Λ is the area
under the interfering signal spectrum. Thus, I(, ) captures the fraction of power of
the interfering signal which aﬀects the transmission on link .
According to the spectrum assignment (both size and location), a signal on link
 may either completely or partially interfere with a transmission on link  or may
cause no interference if the assigned spectrums have no overlap. Thus, depending on
the values of s , e , s and e , 6 diﬀerent scenarios may be distinguished to determine
the values of the normalized I-factor, as shown in Table 5.2 1 .
Note that the value of I(, ) depends on the spectrum assignment on links 
and  (s , e , s , and e ), which is not predetermined; rather in our work, it is
jointly determined when performing link scheduling to achieve better interference
management and reduce the impact of spectrum fragmentation. This makes the
computation of the SINR quite diﬃcult to obtain, particulary when dealing with
cross-layer optimization, making the physical interference model only practical for
very small network instances [97].
To overcome the scalability problems associated with the SINR model, a more
simpliﬁed and widely used approach for characterizing the interference is known as
the protocol interference model ; this model describes interference constraints
according to a conﬂict graph, where a pair of nodes within transmission range can
1

One other way to look at the I-factor is to consider the ratio of the spectral density of the
overlapped spectrums to the spectral density of the interfering signal’s spectrum.
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successfully communicate as long as the receiver is separated by a distance IRk =
Tk (1+δ) from any active transmitter on a conﬂicting spectrum band; spectrum bands
on two diﬀerent links are said to conﬂict if they completely or partially overlap. IRk
is referred to as the interference range and δ is a small constant. The conﬂict graph
is denoted by GCC = (VCC , ECC ), where VCC is the set of vertices corresponding to
all links in E and ECC is the set of edges. Two vertices in VCC are connected by
an edge if the corresponding links in E falls in each others interference range. Let
FCC (= [fCC (,  )]) denote the adjacency matrix of GCC ; fCC (,  ) = 1 if links  and
 do not interfere and 0 otherwise.
The capacity of the wireless link  (with spectrum width b ) is a function of the
SIN R ; we assume each link can be viewed as a single user Gaussian channel, and
the Shannon Capacity of the link () is given by

C = b log2 (1 + SIN R )

(5.6)

We assume a ﬁxed transmission rate on all links utilizing the same spectrum width,
even when the SIN R of a particular link exceeds the threshold β [89]. Thus, C
simpliﬁes to the following lower-bound:

C = b log2 (1 + β)

5.2

(5.7)

Problem Formulation

We will formulate the joint routing, scheduling and spectrum band allocation as an
optimization problem. We consider M concurrent multi-hop sessions, each corresponds to a source-destination pair (tm ,rm ) in the network. The traﬃc demand for
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Table 5.1: A list of all parameters and variables
Parameter/Variable
Pt
η0
gij
wk
Tk
dij
α
β
s / e
b
B
IF,
I,
IR
C
xp
p
i
C,

fCR /fCC
L
y,
λp
fm
Rm
u
pcurr
pinit
Costcurr
OL/IL
Pr

Deﬁnition
Transmission power
Background Noise
Channel Gain
Width of spectrum block
Transmission range
Euclidean Distance
Path loss exponent
SINR Threshold
start/end frequency of spectrum block
Bandwidth of spectrum block
Total permissible spectrum
I-Factor
Normalized I-factor
Interference Range
Shannon capacity
Link binary variable
Conﬁguration
Binary variable indicator for Scenario i
Binary parameter for Radio/Channel constraint
Large positive constant
Decision variable for spectrum assignment
activation time for conﬁguration p
Flow variable
Bit rate for session m
Dual variable
Current conﬁguration
Initial conﬁguration
Cost of current conﬁguration
Outer/Inner loop parameter for SA
Selection probability parameter for SA
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each session m (1 ≤ m ≤ M ) is given by Rm (bits). Traﬃc of a particular session
may be split to sub-ﬂows routed over diﬀerent paths. The choice of these routing
paths depends on the underlying schedule of diﬀerent concurrent transmissions. The
objective of our model is to minimize the system activation time for delivering the M
sessions without violating the interference constraints. We assume a TDMA access
scheme where time is divided into slots and a link may be active in one or more time
slots to meet the traﬃc requirement. We further assume a total spectrum width of
B(MHz) and links ( ∈ E) assigned spectrum blocks (channel) of widths (b ∈ W )
with s and e being the start and end frequencies of each allocated block.

5.2.1

Scheduling and Spectrum Assignment

Recall from the multi-layer graph concept introduced earlier that the term link is
used to identify a pair of adjacent nodes and the spectrum band b . If a radio link
between two nodes is active, then the spectrum is known (therefore b is a parameter
rather than a variable); what indeed remains to be determined is the location of the
spectrum block (s and e ) and the time during which a link  should be active. Hence,
a transmission conﬁguration (p) is deﬁned as the set of links, and their corresponding
spectrum allocation, which may be active concurrently. We introduce link binary
variable, xp , which is deﬁned as follows:

xp =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨1
⎪
⎪
⎩0

if link  (with spectrum width b ) is active in p
Otherwise

Since a node can either transmit or receive at a time, the radio conﬂict constraint
is:
xp + xp ≤ 1 + fCR (,  )
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∀(,  ) ∈ E

 = 

(5.8)

where,



fCR (,  ) =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨1

if links  and  do not have any common nodes

⎪
⎪
⎩0

Otherwise

Eq. (5.8) assures that only links with no common radio may be active simultaneously. When link  is active, the start and end frequencies of its allocated spectrum
are related by the following:

b xp = e − s

∀ ∈ E

(5.9)

where, e and s have integer values. The following constraint ensures that any
spectrum allocation to a link  must fall inside the permissible spectrum band B.

e ≤ B × xp

∀ ∈ E

(5.10)

Interference constraints for Physical Model
A transmission is successful if the SINR at the intended receiver is above a threshold
(β):
p
p
Pt d−α
t(),r() x + L(1 − x ) ≥ β(η0 b +


t( )=t(),r()


(Pt d−α
t( ),r() I )) ∀ ∈ E

(5.11)

Eq. (5.11) is enforced when xp = 1 and redundant when xp = 0; Eq. (5.12) forces
I to 0 when xp = 0.
I ≤ xp

∀ ∈ E
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 = 

(5.12)

We present the diﬀerent constraints for normalized I-factor calculation in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 contains all the constraints which model the 6 scenarios (S1 − S6) we
mentioned earlier. Please note that according to the assignment, only one of the
scenarios is chosen:
6


i
C
 = 1

∀ ∈ E ∀ ∈ E  = 

(5.13)

i=1
i
e ∈ {0, 1, ..., B}, s ∈ {0, 1, ..., B}. C
 = {0, 1} indicates if scenario i governs

transmissions on link  and interfering link  or not. xp ∈ {0, 1}, 0 ≤ I ≤ 1, L is
a large positive constant. Note that all variables (e.g., s , e , I ) in this (and next)
section are particular to a conﬁguration p.

Interference constraints for Protocol Model
Under the protocol model, when links  and  are in each other’s interference range
(i.e., fCC (,  ) = 0), and active concurrently, they must be allocated non-overlapping
spectrum blocks. The following two constraints ensure that the channels used for links
 and  do not overlap:

e ≤ s + L(1 − y, )

∀fCC (,  ) = 0 : (,  ) ∈ E,  = 

(5.14)

e ≤ s + Ly,

∀fCC (,  ) = 0 : (,  ) ∈ E,  = 

(5.15)

here, y, ∈ {0, 1} is a decision variable. When y, = 1, then Eq. (5.14) forces the
spectrum block assigned on link  to precede (not overlap) that of link  (and thus
 and  may be active concurrently). Alternatively, when y, = 0, then Eq. (5.15)
forces the spectrum block assigned on  to precede that of . Note that, when  and
 are not adjacent (or in interference range of each other), then both links may be
assigned overlapping (partial or complete) spectrum blocks.
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Table 5.2: Normalized I-factor and corresponding constraints for diﬀerent scenarios
Scenario#

Conditions

I(, )

S1

e  ≤ s 

0

S2

e ≤ s

0

S3

e  ≤ e 
e  > s 
s ≥ s

S4

e  ≤ e 
e  > s 
s  < s 

e −s
b

S5

e  > e 
s < e
s ≥ s

e −s
b

S6

e  > e 
s < e
s  < s 

e −s
b

e −s
b

=1

Constraints (∀,  ∈ E, ,  =  )
1
e ≤ s + L(1 − C
)
1
I ≤ 0 + (1 − C )
1
I ≥ 0 − (1 − C
)
2
e ≤ s + L(1 − C )
2
I ≤ 0 + (1 − C
)
2
I ≥ 0 − (1 − C
)
3
e ≤ e + L(1 − C )
3
e > s − L(1 − C
)
3
s ≥ s − L(1 − C
)
e −s
3
I ≤ b  + L(1 − C
)

e −s
3
I ≥ b  − L(1 − C )

4
e ≤ e + L(1 − C
)
4
e > s − L(1 − C
)
4
s < s + L(1 − C )
e −s
4
I ≤ b   + L(1 − C
)

e −s
4
I ≥ b  − L(1 − C )

5
e > e − L(1 − C
)
5
s < e + L(1 − C )
5
s ≥ s − L(1 − C
)
e −s
5
I ≥ b  − L(1 − C
)

e −s
5
I ≥ b  − L(1 − C )

6
e > e − L(1 − C
)
6
s < e + L(1 − C )
6
s < s + L(1 − C
)
e −s
6
I ≤ b  + L(1 − C
)

e −s
6
I ≥ b  − L(1 − C )
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5.2.2

Routing

We assume multi-path routing and the choice of routing depends upon the scheduling
of active transmissions. The objective is to obtain an optimal routing and scheduling
(and spectrum allocation) which minimize the total system activation time. Let P
(|P| = P̄ ) denote the set of all feasible transmission conﬁgurations for a network,
and xp is a link binary parameter that indicates whether  is active in conﬁguration p
(p ∈ P) or not. Deﬁne λp to be the time (in second) during which conﬁguration p is
active. Let fm denote the amount of traﬃc (bits) of session m passing through link
. The capacity of a link () depends on both the channel width and SINR threshold
and is given by Eq. (5.7). ω + (i) is the set of all outgoing links from node i and ω − (i)
is the set of all incoming links to node i; the problem is modeled as:

Objective:

P̄


Minimize

λp

(5.16)

p=1



Subject to:

∈ω + (i):i∈V



∈ω + (r

m ):rm ∈V

P̄


fm = 0 ∀i ∈ V − {tm , rm } m = 1, 2, ..., M

∈ω − (i):i∈V



fm −

∈ω + (tm ):tm ∈V





fm −

(5.17)
fm = Rm

m = 1, 2, ..., M (5.18)

fm = −Rm

m = 1, 2, ..., M (5.19)

∈ω − (tm ):tm ∈V



fm −

∈ω − (r

m ):rm ∈V

λp × b × xp × log2 (1 + β) −

p=1

M


fm ≥ 0

∈E

(5.20)

m=1

fm ≥ 0, λp ≥ 0.
Here, Eq. (5.16) aims to minimize the total system activation time. Constraints
(5.17-5.19) present the ﬂow conservation constraints. Eq. (5.20) indicates that the
total traﬃc routed through link  can not exceed the total transport capacity of .
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We note that when the set of all possible conﬁgurations is given, then xp for each
input conﬁguration is predetermined and further b is a parameter (link attribute)
that indicates the spectrum size on link . Finding the solution of the above model
then relies on determining the set P. According to the number of links and spectrum partitions, the size of P can be extremely large. This makes the above model
computationally infeasible, since it may not be possible to enumerate all such conﬁgurations. Additionally most of these conﬁgurations will not be used in the optimal
solution. Our approach to solve this problem is to leverage on the knowledge that
only a subset of P will used to obtain the optimal solution and thus avoid the explicit
enumeration of P [79, 90]; we use a column generation decomposition, where routing
and scheduling are separated into diﬀerent subproblems (LP and ILP) [89, 90].

5.3

Solution Approach

Column generation (CG) [79, 85] is an optimization technique that decomposes a
linear program (LP) into a master model and a pricing model. The restricted master
model is initialized with a subset of columns, the basis, P0 (in our case, conﬁgurations,
P0 ⊆ P) of the LP and is easily solved to obtain a feasible solution to the main
problem. The pricing, is solved to identify whether the master should be enlarged
with additional columns or not (as explained in earlier chapters). Therefore, as
opposed to an LP where all the columns are used at the same time to obtain the
optimal solution, CG alternates between the master (LP) and the pricing (ILP)
models, until the former contains the necessary columns to ﬁnd the optimal solution
of the original LP [90].
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A. MASTER PROBLEM

Objective:



Minimize

λp

(5.21)

p∈P0

Subject to: Equations (5.17-5.19)


λ p × b ×

xp

× log2 (1 + β) −

M


fm ≥ 0

∀ ∈ E

(5.22)

m=1

p∈P0

fm ≥ 0, λp ≥ 0.
Note that in Eq. (5.22), xp is not a variable, but rather a parameter (containing
scheduling information) which is obtained after solving the pricing subproblem. b is
a parameter, spectrum attribute of a link . Thus the resulting problem is simply a
linear program.
During every iteration, when the master problem is solved, we need to verify the
optimality of the solution. If it is optimal, we conclude our search, or else decide a
new column to join in its current basis that can improve the current solution. This
can be achieved by examining whether any new column that is not currently in P0 ,
has a negative reduced cost. Denoting the dual variables corresponding to Eq. (5.22)
by u , the reduced cost (cost) for any new column that is not in P0 can be expressed
as:
cost = 1 − log2 (1 + β) ×



u × b × x 

(5.23)

∈E

Therefore, the pricing subproblem can be written as follows:
B. PRICING PROBLEM
Objective: Minimize cost
Subject to:
1)- (For physical model): Constraints (5.8)-(5.10); Constraints (S1)-(S6) and
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Constraints (5.11)-(5.13). Note that variable xp is replaced by x since the pricing subproblem deals with a particular conﬁguration at a time. e = {0, 1, ..., B},
i
s = {0, 1, ..., B}, C
 = {0, 1}, x = {0, 1}, 0 ≤ I(, ) ≤ 1.

2)- (For protocol model): Constraints (5.8)-(5.10) and Constraints (5.14)-(5.15),
e = {1, 2, ..., B}, s = {1, 2, ..., B}, x = {0, 1}, y, = {0, 1}

5.4

Physical Model vs. Protocol Model

Recently, the authors of [97] noted that although the physical model is realistic in
capturing the interference, its associated complexity renders it less attractive. The
protocol model instead relies on a more simplistic approach to model interference
and thus overcome the complexity of the SINR model. This simpliﬁed model could
either overly estimate or underestimate the interference because it does not accurately
capture the physical layer characteristics. As a result, solutions obtained under
the protocol model could be practically not feasible. In this section we study the
performance of our method and show that the SINR-based design model is indeed
not scalable and the protocol model yields solution which are not feasible.
We consider a network of 10 nodes (Fig. 5.2(left)) with 5 single-hop sessions.
The links are labeled 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 and 5 respectively. The traﬃc demands for all
sessions are 35Mbits. We assume that any spectrum width (5,10,20 or 40MHz)
may be allocated to satisfy the demands. The transmission power is Pt = 1mW;
α=2, η0 =10−6 W/MHz and δ = 0.2. The SINR threshold is ﬁxed to β=1.3 and
B=80MHz. We use both the protocol and physical models to determine the minimum
system activation time along with optimal spectrum allocation. The CG method is
implemented in C++ and solved using CPLEX Concert Technology. We assume that
under protocol constraints, 1 interferes with 2 ; 5 interferes with both 2 and 4 ; 3
interferes with 4 .
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BW(Mhz)

l1

BW(Mhz)

l2
l5

80

80

l2 l4

l4
40
l3

40

l1 l3 l5
Time (s)

l2 l2 l2 l3 l3
l4 l4 l3 l5 l5
l1 l1 l1 l1 l2
l5 l3 l5 l4 l4

0.728175

Time (s)
0.910219

Figure 5.2: Optimal spectrum allocation: protocol model (middle) and physical
model (right)
Table 5.3: SINR on active links
Active Links
1
2
3
4
5

SINR
1.23274
1.34481
1.23274
1.34481
1.23274

Feasibility
Infeasible
Feasible
Infeasible
Feasible
Infeasible

The optimal solution obtained under the protocol model shows that all links
may be active in the same time slot and their spectrum allocation is shown in Fig.
5.2(middle). Since links 1 , 3 and 5 do not interfere with each other, they can
be allocated the same spectrum block (0-40MHz) and the other two links (2 and
4 ) are allocated the same spectrum (40-80MHz). Table 5.3 shows the SINR on all
active links; we can see that links 1 , 3 and 5 have SINR less than the threshold
(β) and thus transmissions on these links are not feasible. Indeed, the protocol
model underestimated the interference from other transmissions in the network. The
cumulative eﬀect of interference, when counted, aﬀect the SINR on active links and
therefore the transmission capacity of these links should be accordingly adjusted.
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Table 5.4: Comparison between physical and protocol model
No. of Constraints
No. of Variables
CPU Time (sec)
Sys. Act. time (sec)

Physical Model
115,346
29,248
441104.28
0.910219

Protocol Model
4,258
2,592
4.48
0.728175

Fig. 5.2(right) shows the optimal link scheduling and spectrum allocation under
the SINR model. Clearly, the partitioning of the spectrum and the scheduling of the
links are diﬀerent from those in Fig. 5.2(middle) and the resulting system activation
time is higher. The obtained solution is both optimal and feasible. Table 5.4 compares
the complexity and performance of the protocol and physical models in terms of
system activation time and the CPU time to obtain the optimal solution. We observe
from the Table that the protocol model is quite fast (4.48s) in getting the solution
whereas the physical model needed 5 days (for this small network) to return the
optimal solution. This indeed shows that the SINR model is not attractive for any
practical network size; the protocol model however must be tuned properly [97] to
yield feasible solutions, as is explained in the next section.

5.5

A Simulated Annealing-based Pricing
Subproblem

The previous section showed that the computational complexity when considering
the SINR model is prohibitively expensive and that the solution obtained using the
protocol model is not feasible. We observe that when decomposing the problem using
CG, the master problem deals with non-integer variables (fm , λp ) and usually is easy
i
to solve (LP). The pricing, however deals with integer variables (e , s , x , y, , C
)

which is commonly more diﬃcult to solve; further, to ensure optimality, the last
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iteration of the Simplex method must be solved to optimality, which is usually quite
diﬃcult for larger networks. The number of constraints and variables resulting from
the small network in the previous section is shown in Table 5.4; as the network size
increases, even the protocol model becomes diﬃcult to solve.
In this section, we present our two-fold approach for overcoming the issues with
the protocol and the physical models. Our solution consists of developing a heuristic,
based on simulated annealing (SA) [98], to solve the pricing subproblem. SA is a very
eﬃcient meta-heuristic technique, which tries to ﬁnd better solutions (in our case
conﬁgurations) by comparing the cost of current and candidate solutions. Unlike
greedy heuristics, SA usually does not stuck in the local optima rather it tries to
ﬁnd the global optimal solution. Recall, pricing returns to the master a candidate
conﬁguration with negative reduced cost with the potential of improving the objective
of the master LP. In our heuristic, we relax the SINR (physical) interference model
and use a graph-based interference (protocol) model; all active links in each chosen
conﬁguration are mutually outside the interference range of each other. However, we
consider among these conﬁgurations, only those that have their link SINR constraints
satisﬁed:
Step 1: Generate an initial conﬁguration pinitial (conﬁguration is deﬁned in Section 5.2) from a set of randomly selected links without violating the interference
constraints.
Step 2: Assign current conﬁguration pcur = pinitial .
Step 3: Compute costcur of pcur using Eq. (5.23).
Step 4: Set initial temperature T = costcur and the temperature reduction factor
RF to some constant. Initialize the outer-loop (OL), the maximum number of
temperature reduction and inner-loop (IL), the maximum number of iteration
with a particular temperature.
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Step 5: Repeat Step 6 to Step 10 for OL times.
Step 6: Repeat Step 7 to Step 9 for IL times.
Step 7: Generate a candidate solution, pcan , through the function Schedule
(which will be introduced in Section 5.5.1) and compute the cost costcan using Eq.
(5.23).
Step 8: If (costcan ≤ costcur ), accept the conﬁguration; pcur = pcan ; costcur =
costcan .
Step 9: If (costcan > costcur ), accept the conﬁguration with a probability P r =
e(

costcur −costcan
)
T

and set pcur = pcan , costcur = costcan .

Step 10: Reduce T (T = T × RF ).
We terminate as soon as we obtain a negative reduced cost (costcan < 0) and add the
conﬁguration (pcan ) as a new column into the basis of the master. The alternation
between master and pricing subproblem continues as long as the pricing subproblem
provides a negative reduced cost.

5.5.1

Link Scheduling

The function Schedule, introduced earlier, generates a candidate conﬁguration and
is described through Algorithm 5.1. The main idea of this function is to start from
an already known conﬁguration and generate a new candidate (neighboring) conﬁguration which may be added to the basis of the master problem. The approach is
to remove arbitrarily a link from the current conﬁguration and add one (or more)
link which either does not conﬂict with existing links in the conﬁguration (i.e., which
satisﬁes the radio and interference constraints). If the new link to be added interferes
with existing links in the current conﬁguration, then a spectrum block in the permissible band is determined for the new link which does not overlap with the spectrum
of those links it interferes with. Otherwise, the link is not added. The details are
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presented below.

Let FCR
be a set that contains all links in the network which share a common

be a set that contains all links in the network which fall
radio with link . Let FCC

inside the interference range of . Let A be a set of active links  where xp = 1 in
current conﬁguration (pcur ).
To construct a new candidate (neighboring) conﬁguration, we remove at random
a link  (or more) from A (Line (11) in Algorithm 5.1) and search for links which may
be added to the current conﬁguration (and do not violate both interference and radio
constraints). For example, after removing a link, another link  will be added to A if






and  ∈
/ FCC
(Lines (12-18) in Algorithm 5.1).
for every existing link  ∈ A,  ∈
/ FCR



If  ∈ FCC
(Lines (19-28) in Algorithm 5.1), then  will be added to A given that we

can ﬁnd a spectrum block to be assigned on  and which does not overlap with that
of  (Lines (20-21) in Algorithm 5.1). Otherwise,  cannot be added. To facilitate
the search for such non overlapping spectrum block, we use a slotted representation
of the permissible spectrum band.
For each link , let BA denote the set of contiguous spectrum slots or fragments,
of unit length each (e.g., 1MHz), and of total length B(MHz). Let ti (1 ≤ i ≤ B)
be a binary variable indicating whether spectrum fragment i is assigned (ti = 1) to
link  or not (ti = 0). Thus, BA is a bitset of length B for each  and is conﬁgured
(according to ti ) when  is added to A. That is, BA indicates the location of
spectrum block b in the permissible spectrum. Next, we illustrate the spectrum



block assignment on link  ( ∈ FCC
) that may be added to A. We perform a



and
bitwise OR operation (Line (20) in Algorithm 5.1) on all bitsets BA , ∀ ∈ FCC

determine the resultant binary vector K : K =




BA , ∀ ∈ FCC
,  ∈ A. We search

through K for available contiguous spectrum fragments of size b to determine s and
thus allocate the spectrum block to the link and add  to A (Line (21) in Algorithm
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Algorithm 5.1 Link scheduling
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:



FCR
, FCC
, A: Set of active links, E: Set of links.
s , e , b : identify the location and size of spectrum allocated to link .
BA : Spectrum availability vector for link 
Schedule (pcur )
Initialize BA = ∅
( ∈ E)
Determine A (from current conﬁguration, pcur )
Set BA corresponding to the spectrum band (all fragments) of , ∀ ∈ A
Select at random (∈ A); A ← A − {}; E ← E − {}
For each link  ∈ A, determine its BA , where the values of those bits corresponding to the spectrum block is set to 1
while E = ∅ do
Select at random  (∈ E) and remove it from E


if FCR
∩ A = ∅ and FCC
∩ A = ∅ then
s = 0; e = b
sinr check(A,  , s , e )
if sinr check=true then
A ← A + { }; Update BA (set status of slots {0, b } to 1)
end if
end if


if FCR
∩ A = ∅ and FCC
∩ A = ∅ then
Perform bit-wise OR operation on all BA , ∀ ∈ A and the result is in K
s = F (K, b ); e = s + b
if s is valid then
sinr check(A,  , s , e )
if sinr check=true then
A ← A + { }; Update BA
end if
end if
end if
end while
Set candidate conﬁguration pcan from A

Algorithm 5.2 SINR-Check Function
1: sinr check(A,  , s , e )
2: Calculate all normalized I-factors (I, ) using Table 5.2 (use BA to obtain the
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

start and end frequencies of each link  ∈ A)
Calculate SINR of all links (SIN R ) using Eq. 5.3
if all SIN R ≥ β then
Return (sinr check=true)
else
Return (sinr check=false)
end if
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5.1). We use a ﬁrst ﬁt allocation where the ﬁrst spectrum block available (in K) is
allocated to  . Otherwise, if a block could not be found, then  is not added to
A. This method is shown in Line (21) in Algorithm 5.1 and makes use of the string
matching algorithm of Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP) [99] to ﬁnd the start frequency of
the allocated spectrum block. This procedure is repeated for all links in the network,
except those in A. Finally, we obtain a candidate conﬁguration pcan = A.
Note that when Algorithm 5.1 generates a candidate conﬁguration, it is guaranteed to be feasible under SINR constraint. The feasibility conformance check is
performed through Algorithm 5.2; each time a new candidate link  is to be added
to the set A, a test (lines (14) and 23 in Algorithm 5.1) is carried out to determine
whether each link currently in A, including the new one, satisﬁes the SINR constraint.
Algorithm 5.2 makes use of Eq. (5.3) which in turns considers the cumulative interference in determining the transmission quality (i.e., SINR).

5.6

Numerical Results

Since the computation complexity of the SINR model is prohibitive for obtaining an
optimal solution, we do not consider it in our evaluation. The models we consider
are P Iv and P Hv , where the former refers to the method presented in section 5.3
with the protocol interference constraints of section 5.2.1 The second refers to the
model in which the pricing subproblem is solved using simulated annealing of section
5.5. We consider two versions of P Hv , namely P H1v and P H2v where the former
does not perform SINR feasibility check when generating conﬁgurations and the latter
does. The comparison between P H1v and P H2v is necessary to show that generating
schedules not satisfying the SINR constraint (i.e., underestimating interference) will
yield to solutions which are not practically feasible. The comparison between P Iv and
P Hv is to show both the better scalability of our SA method as well as to underline the
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Table 5.5: System activation time and CPU time
Sys. Activation
Time (sec)
Nodes
Sess
05 03
05 10
05 20
05 30
10 03
10 10
10 20
10 30
20 03
20 10
20 20
20 30

CPU Time
(sec)

P If b

P Iv

P H1v

P Iv

P H1v

1.68
4.22
8.71
14.39
1.28
2.90
8.83
11.65
0.80
2.59
3.97
6.02

1.33
3.60
7.76
12.35
1.05
2.301
5.80
8.446
0.77
1.49
2.44
3.71

1.33
3.60
7.76
12.35
1.05
2.305
5.80
8.449
0.77
1.49
2.51
3.71

3.47
3.23
4.36
3.60
90.81
247.02
133.84
158.82
28398
31334
321301
204278

1.04
1.32
1.43
1.68
14.47
111.1
44.37
72.74
760
1323
20936
47320

P Iv /
P H1v
O.G.
(%)
0
0
0
0
0
0.17
0
0.03
0
0
2.8
0

P Iv /
P If b
Gain
(%)
20
14
11
14
18
20
34
27
3
42
38
38

eﬀectiveness of the method to obtain close to optimal solutions. To study the beneﬁts
of variable spectrum assignment, we consider a model which assumes allocation of
spectrum of preset widths and we take the spectrum that yields best results. This
model (whose pricing subproblem is solved using ILP) is referred to as P If b in the
discussion.
We consider randomly generated networks (5, 10, and 20 nodes) deployed over a
100m×100m area and diﬀerent traﬃc instances (3-30 sessions). Each session m has
a traﬃc demand randomly generated in the range of 0< Rm ≤35Mbits. The values
of the outer-loop (OL) and inner-loop (IL) of SA vary from 40 to 200. The cooling
factor is assumed to be constant (RF = 0.98).
We start by ﬁrst noting that P H1v and P H2v performed quite accurately on the
network of Fig. 5.2 where P H1v and P H2v yielded the same results as that of Figs.
5.2(middle) and (right) respectively, which shows that SA achieved the same optimal
solution obtained when solving the pricing subproblem through ILP. The results in
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Table 5.6: P H1v vs.P H2v for a 10-node network
Nodes Sess
Nodes Sess
10 03
10 10
10 20
10 30

Model
Model
P H1v
P H2v
P H1v
P H2v
P H1v
P H2v
P H1v
P H2v

# of
Conﬁg.
12
7
17
17
18
17
21
20

# of Active
Links
58
35
78
75
80
76
92
87

# of Infeasible
Links
5
0
9
0
10
0
13
0

Sys. Act.
Time (sec.)
1.05
1.05
2.305
2.33
5.80
5.80
8.449
8.50

Table 5.5 compare both the accuracy and scalability of the SA method and underline
the beneﬁts of non-uniform spectrum allocation. Both P Iv and P H1v achieve very
similar activation time, constantly outperforming P If b , especially at higher loads
(relative to the network size) where the interference becomes more problematic. Thus,
our method becomes more eﬃcient (than P If b ) in managing the interference by
properly allocating spectrum of diﬀerent widths to selected links. The improvement
gain is shown in Table 5.5; smaller gains are observed when the load is lighter. This is
because the interference is not a bottleneck when there is suﬃcient spectrum resources
in the network and the traﬃc load is light and ﬂows may be routed apart from each
other to avoid interference. Solving the pricing subproblem using SA yields a solution
that is optimal or very close to it (worst optimality gap we observed is below 3%)
and the computation time is much smaller; for small networks, both models return
the solution in few seconds or few minutes and for larger networks, e.g., 20 nodes,
P H1v can be up 37 times faster.
We compare both P H1v and P H2v in Table 5.6 using a network of 10 nodes.
Both methods yield almost the same system activation time with the former yields
slightly smaller activation times when the load is higher. P H1v , however, does not
check the feasibility of the generated conﬁgurations. Table 5.6 shows the number of
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Table 5.7: P H1v vs. P H2v , diﬀerent networks

Nodes
Session
10 03
10 10
10 20
10 30
20 03
20 10
20 20
20 30

Sys. Activation
Time (sec)
P H2f b P H2v P H1v
1.28
2.90
8.83
11.65
0.80
2.66
5.97
9.16

1.05
2.33
5.80
8.50
0.77
1.49
2.70
3.95

1.05
2.305
5.80
8.449
0.77
1.49
2.51
3.71

CPU Time
(sec)
P H2v P H1v
74.50
1371.8
145.29
907.99
4364.4
31155
67675
98395

14.47
111.11
44.37
72.74
760.96
1323.6
20936
47320

P H2v /
P H2f b
Gain
(%)
18
19.6
34.3
27
3
44
54.7
56.9

active links whose SINR is not satisﬁed, under P H1v , but are nonetheless scheduled
for transmission; the table shows that the number of active links whose SINR is not
satisﬁed varies between 8% and 15% of all active links in the corresponding network
instances. Transmissions on all links generated under P H2v are, however, all feasible,
which is guaranteed by the feasibility check in Algorithm 5.2. This feasibility test
comes however with additional computation complexity, as shown in Table 5.7 since
the algorithm (Algorithm 5.1) will try diﬀerent schedules to ﬁnd a candidate feasible
solution (section 5.5.1). The larger the size of the network, the larger the search space
and thus the higher the computation time. We note, however, that P H2v remains
more scalable than P Iv and produces practically feasible solutions that both P Iv and
P H1v cannot generate.
Table 5.7 compares the performance of P H2v with a design method which uses
predetermined spectrum widths, P H2f b ; in P H2f b , the pricing is solved using SA
and ensures that all candidate conﬁgurations are SINR-feasible. We show the results
of the best spectrum width. The results in Table 5.7 conﬁrm our reasoning that ﬁxed
spectrum allocation results in a poor performance due to the lack of ﬂexibility in
spectrum allocation and thus poor interference management capability. The gains of
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7.6

System Activation Time (sec)

7.4
7.2
7.0
6.8
Optimal system
activation time

6.6
6.4
6.2
6.0
5.8
5.6
10

50
30
60
20
40
Number of Inner-Loops and Outer-Loops

70

(a) System activation time Vs. Number of Inner and Outerloops
7.6
7.4

System Activation Time (sec)

7.2
7.0
6.8
Optimal system
activation time

6.6
6.4
6.2
6.0
5.8
5.6
0

10

20
CPU Time (sec)

30

40

(b) System activation time Vs. CPU time

Figure 5.3: Eﬀect of inner and outer loops on system activation time
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P H2v are more pronounced at higher loads when the interference eﬀect becomes more
intense. Hence, ﬂexible spectrum allocation provides an eﬀective way for dealing with
interference and results in better overall performance.
Finally, we note that the performance of SA largely depends on the selection
of OL and IL parameters, whose values determine a tradeoﬀ between the quality
of the obtained solution and the scalability of the method. Fig. 5.3(a) shows the
convergence of the solution of P Hv to the optimal solution as we vary the values of
the conﬁguration parameters. Fig. 5.3(b) shows that within 30 seconds the optimal
solution is obtained and this corresponds to IL=OL=60, values beyond which the
CPU time unnecessarily increases to yield the same optimal solution.

5.7

Conclusion

We mathematically formulated the joint problem of scheduling and spectrum allocation and decomposed it using CG, under the SINR interference constraints. Our
investigation showed that the associated computation complexity is prohibitive from
obtaining the optimal solution. We therefore presented a SA approach for solving the
pricing and is based on a simpliﬁed interference model; we augment it however with
an SINR check to make sure that only feasible conﬁgurations are used towards obtaining the optimal solutions. Our results indicate that the SA method yields solutions
that are very close to optimal and the computation time is substantially reduced.
Our results also showed that a ﬂexible spectrum allocation is eﬀective in managing
the interference in the network and leads to improving the system performance.
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Chapter 6
Resource Allocation in
Cooperative Cellular Networks
In this chapter, we study the joint problem of optimal relay node selection and
power allocation among the selected relays for cooperative networks with amplify
and forward relaying. The objective of the joint optimization problem is to maximize
the total network capacity. We consider both unicast and multicast traﬃc scenarios.
We start with modeling the problem considering unicast traﬃc as a mixed Booleanconvex problem and solve it to optimality using the Branch and Bound (B&B) technique [83]. As the complexity of the problem grows exponentially with the size of
the network (number of users and relays), it becomes computationally infeasible to
solve the problem optimally. Therefore, similar to [59], we derive a tight upperbound for the problem and exploit the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [76]
to illustrate the tightness of the bound. We also conﬁrm the tightness of the upperbound solutions by comparing it with its optimal counterpart. A simple water-ﬁlling
(WF) method is then presented, which solves the problem eﬃciently (in terms of
computation time) and provides very near to optimal solution.
We then extend our unicast model for multicast traﬃc scenarios and also model
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the problem as a mixed Boolean-convex one, similar to unicast scenarios we use B&B
to solve the problem optimally. This model also suﬀers from the same problem of
computational infeasibility for larger size networks. Unlike unicast scenarios, it does
not appear to be straight forward to obtain a tight upper-bound as the KKT conditions for multicast scenarios do not demonstrate similar insights as in the unicast
case. As a result of that, the WF technique, in this case, fails to provide a near optimal solution and we present a sequential ﬁxing (SF) procedure where the Boolean
variables are determined iteratively through solving a sequence of convex optimization problems [53]. Our results conﬁrm that the SF technique substantially reduces
the computation time and achieves near optimal solutions.
We ﬁnally introduce a joint relay and power allocation technique considering a
more practical scenario while the relay allocates power from a set of discrete values.
Although almost all previous works consider continuous relay power, which can be
allocated to the data ﬂows with any value as long as it does not violate the total
power constraint, in reality, the power levels in a digital cellular system are quantized
into discrete values. Therefore, in discrete power level scenarios, we present both
optimal (based on B&B) and heuristic (based on SF) models to solve the optimization
problem. We then vary the number of discrete power levels to compare the results
with continuous power allocation and show that considering as small as four levels
of discrete power yields solutions close to the continuous power allocation.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: The system model is described
in Section 6.1. The problem formulations considering unicast traﬃc is discussed in
Section 6.2. In Section 6.3 an algorithm based on water-ﬁlling technique is presented
for unicast scenario. In Sections 6.4 and 6.5, we present problem model for multicast
scenarios and describe a sequential ﬁxing algorithm respectively. Joint relay selection
and power allocation considering discrete power levels is presented in Section 6.6.
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Numerical results and discussions are given in Section 6.7 and conclusion in Section
6.8.

6.1

System Model

We model a cellular network with a single base station (BS) s serving a set of users
D (|D| = D). The communication between the BS and the users is assisted by a
set of R (|R| = R) stationary relay nodes. In this work, we focus on the downlink
transmissions. Each of the users in a unicast scenario is assigned an orthogonal
channel (e.g., orthogonal frequency division multiple access system). Hence, there
is no intra-cell interference. We also assume relays with AF capabilities; in such
cooperative communications, a transmission between a s-d pair requires two time
slots. In the ﬁrst time slot, the BS transmits data to all users and the relay nodes
overhear these transmissions. In the second time slot, one relay for each transmission,
chosen a priori, ampliﬁes the data and forwards them to their intended users. In this
work we assume that one user cannot get assistance from more than one (‘single
best’) relay .
On the other hand, for multicast traﬃc, users are divided into M multicast groups;
let S m denote the set of users belonging to multicast group m (m = 1, 2, ..., M ).
Note that, we assume users within a multicast group may be assisted by one or
more relays, each however gets assistance from at most one. The users belonging
to the same multicast group assisted by the same relay will be assigned the same
channel. Therefore, use of DSTC (distributed space time codes) is not necessary,
hence eliminating the symbol level synchronization problem. Additionally, we note
that, users belonging to diﬀerent multicast groups are assumed to use orthogonal
channels. Hence, for multicast traﬃc also, there is no intra-cell interference. For
both unicast and multicast traﬃc, we further do not consider any interference from
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neighboring cells.
The capacity for a user d assisted by AF capable relay r can be written as follows:

C(d) =

SN Rsr · SN Rrd
W
log2 (1 + SN Rsd +
)
2
SN Rsr + SN Rrd + 1

(6.1)

It is important to note that, multicast transmission has some distinctive aspects
opposed to unicast networks. The most important among them is the fact that,
multicast capacity is dominated by the user with the weakest link in order to minimize
outage and retransmission [100,101]. Taking this into account, the multicast capacity
for a session m can be written as follows:

C(m) =

W
SN Rsr · SN Rrd
arg minm {log2 (1 + SN Rsd +
)}
d∈S
2
SN Rsr + SN Rrd + 1

(6.2)

Here, W is the channel bandwidth and SN Rsd , SN Rsr , SN Rrd are the signal to
noise ratio at the destination and relay nodes, deﬁned as:

SN Rsd =

Ps
|hsd |2 ,
W η0

SN Rsr =

Ps
|hsr |2 ,
W η0

SN Rrd =

Pr
|hrd |2 ,
W η0

where, Pr is the total power used by a relay and Ps is the transmission power used
by the BS for each session. η0 is the noise power. hab denotes the channel gain
and captures the eﬀect of path-loss and fading between transmitter a and receiver b.
Similar to [59], we use the COST-231 model as recommended by the IEEE 802.16j
working group [102] to model the channel between the BS, relay and users. While
the BS and relays are usually placed at some height above the ground and the fading
has a line-of-sight (LoS) component and modeled as a Rician random variable, BS
to users and relays to users are modeled as Rayleigh random variables for non-LoS
communications.
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6.2

Unicast Problem Formulation

We start our problem formulation considering unicast traﬃc. Our objective is to
maximize the performance of the network in terms of the overall network capacity
by performing a joint relay selection and relay power allocation among the sessions
going through these relays.
Let αrd be the fraction of total power used by relay r to forward data to user d.
The optimization problem then can be written as:

Max

D


C(d) = Max

d=1

D

W
d=1


Ps
log2 (1 +
|hsd |2 +
2
W η0
r=1
R

Ps
|h |2 Pr |h |2 αrd
W η0 sr W η0 rd
Ps
|h |2 + WPηr 0 |hrd |2 αrd +
W η0 sr

1

)

(6.3)
Subject to:
αid × αjd = 0
D


αrd ≤ 1

i = j, i, j ∈ R, ∀d ∈ D
∀r ∈ R

(6.4)
(6.5)

d=1

αrd ≥ 0.
Eq. (6.3) is the objective function, which is a concave increasing function of the relay
power. The objective function aims at maximizing the overall network capacity. If
αrd is greater than 0, relay r is selected to forward data to user d and the value
of Pr αrd is the power allocated to that data ﬂow. As we have mentioned earlier,
each user can only be assisted by at most one relay, which is enforced by Eq. (6.4).
Eq. (6.5) ensures that the combined power allocated to all users going through a
particular relay r does not exceed the total power budget of that relay.
The solution to this optimization problem ((6.3)-(6.5)) is made complicated by
constraint (6.4). The usual gradient based methods can not be used to maximize
the objective function of this problem. An exhaustive search to ﬁnd a solution of
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the problem involves testing all Rd possible relay combinations, which is impossible
for realistic user and relay sizes. One way to solve this problem is to re-write it as a
mixed Boolean-convex problem and use B&B to solve it optimally. To re-write the
problem as a mixed Boolean-convex problem, we introduce a binary variable ard and
represent Eq. (6.4) with the following two constraints:

ard ≥ αrd
R


ard ≤ 1

∀d ∈ D, ∀r ∈ R

(6.6)

∀d ∈ D

(6.7)

r=1

Here, 0 ≤ αrd ≤ 1 and ard = {0, 1}. Constraint (6.7) enforces that for each user d at
most one ard can be 1 (others are 0); hence from Eq. (6.6), we ensure that for each
user d, at most one αrd can have non-zero value. Therefore the Mixed Boolean-convex
problem can be formulated as follows.
Optimal Unicast Model:
Max

D


C(d)

(6.8)

d=1

Subject to:
ard ≥ αrd
R


ard ≤ 1

∀d ∈ D, ∀r ∈ R
∀d ∈ D

(6.9)
(6.10)

r=1

0 ≤ αrd ≤ 1 ; ard = {0, 1}.
The Mixed Boolean-convex problem exploits the B&B technique to ﬁnd the value
of the Boolean variable (ard ) and obtains the optimal solution for the problem. B&B
is a nonheuristic method. It searches for a globally optimal solution of nonconvex
problems with predeﬁned precision of optimality [83]. The problem, however, with
B&B is that the technique is often slow and in the worst case, the computation time
increases exponentially with the problem size. As a result as we verify later, our B&B
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approach for solving the problem does not work well (in terms of computation time)
for large number of relays and users. To this end, we explore in the next section, a
method which solves the problem eﬃciently and provides near optimal solutions.

6.3

A Near Optimal Algorithm for Unicast Based
on Water-Filling Technique

We again consider the initial nonconvex optimization problem ((6.3)-(6.5)) and transform it into a convex one by ignoring Eq. (6.4) as in [59]. We will refer to this convex
problem as the relaxed problem. Solving this relaxed problem enable us to get an
upper-bound solution to the problem. However, ignoring Eq. (6.4) means that some
users might get served by more than one relay, which results in conﬂicts. But these
conﬂicts are limited, and despite that, the upper-bound is quite tight. The tightness
of the upper-bound can be observed by deriving the KKT condition for the relaxed
problem. Furthermore, we later introduce additional constraints to eliminate any
conﬂicts that may arise.
Let us assume that there are only one user (d) and two relays (r1 , r2 ) in the
network. Then the Lagrangian for the relaxed problem can be written as:
L({αr1 d , αr2 d }; {λrd1 }, {λrd2 }, νr1 , νr2 ) = log2 (1 + zsd +
+

xsr1 yr1 d αr1 d
xsr1 + yr1 d αr1 d + 1

xsr2 yr2 d αr2 d
) + λrd1 αr1 d + λrd2 αr2 d − νr1 (αr1 d − 1) − νr2 (αr2 d − 1),
xsr2 + yr2 d αr2 d + 1

(6.11)

where, λrd and νr are non-negative Lagrangian multipliers. To make the equation
brief, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) between source-relay, relay-destination, and
source-destination are replaced by xsr , yrd , zsd , respectively. Note that, for this
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relaxed problem the strong duality holds, as the constraints satisfy the Slater’s condition. Similar to [59] the Slater’s condition for the relaxed problem can be trivially
satisﬁed by considering any value of αrd smaller than

1
.
D

Now, The KKT conditions

for the problem are:
g r1 d
+ λrd1 = νr1
X

(6.12)

λrd1 αr1 d = 0

(6.13)

λrd1 ≥ 0

(6.14)

g r2 d
+ λrd2 = νr2
X

(6.15)

λrd2 αr2 d = 0

(6.16)

λrd2 ≥ 0

(6.17)

where,
gri d =

(xsri + yri d αri d + 1)xsri yri d − xsri yr2i d αri d
(xsri + yri d αri d + 1)2

(6.18)

and
X = 1 + zsd +

xsr2 yr2 d αr2 d
xsr1 yr1 d αr1 d
+
xsr1 + yr1 d αr1 d + 1 xsr2 + yr2 d αr2 d + 1

.

(6.19)

Now let us assume that user d is getting assistance from both relays r1 and r2 .
Then both αr1 d and αr2 d will be nonzero and the KKT conditions in Eqs. (6.13) and
(6.16) dictate that λrd1 and λrd2 are both zero. Replacing λrd1 and λrd2 with zero in Eqs.
(6.12) and (6.15), respectively, we can write
νr
νr1
= 2
g r1 d
g r2 d

.

(6.20)

For randomly generated networks, xsr , yrd and zsd are independent continuous random variables. As a result, the probability of Eq. (6.20) being true is rather low
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Figure 6.1: Capacity comparison between optimal and upper-bound solutions
and the upper-bound solution is quite tight. This insight remains true when we have
multiple users and relay nodes in a network.
Fig. 6.1 shows the comparison between the optimal (OPT)1 and the upperbound (UB) solutions. The ﬁgure shows that, for smaller number of relays (e.g.,
R = 2, 5, 10), upper-bound solutions are almost identical to the optimal solutions.
As the number of relays increases (e.g., R = 20, 30), the upper-bound solutions
only very slightly outperform the optimal solutions. This tightness in upper-bound
solutions suggest that only few conﬂicts in the solutions occur. To remove these
conﬂicts and make the upper-bound solution feasible, for each user d we can then
select relay r which allots the maximum power and assign that relay to that user and
force all the other relays not to allocate any power to the data ﬂow forwarded to d.
1

The optimal results shown in Fig. 6.1 are obtained by solving the optimal unicast model
discussed in Section 6.2.
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Algorithm 6.1 Water-ﬁlling Algorithm
Step 1: Solve optimization problem ((6.3)-(6.5)) by ignoring Eq. (6.4); that will
achieve an upper-bound solution.
Step 2: For each user d ﬁnd the relay r which allots the maximum power
max{αrd }.
r∈R

Step 3: Re-formulate the optimization problem ((6.3)-(6.5)) by adding Eqs. (6.21)
and (6.22) instead of Eq. (6.4).
Step 4: Solve the new convex optimization problem to achieve near optimal
solution.
This can be ensured by the following two constraints.

αrd = arg max{αjd }

αrd > 0

if

αid = 0

i = r, ∀i ∈ R .

j∈R

(6.21)

(6.22)

These two constraints make sure that not more than one relay is selected for a
particular data ﬂow. After this relay assignment is done for all the users, R waterﬁlling problems can be solved for the power distribution at each of the relays. The
complete algorithm is explained in Algorithm 6.1. This method has proven to be
very fast and accurate (more on this in the results section).

6.4

Multicast Problem Formulation

Given a set of M (|M| = M ) multicast sessions, our objective is to maximize the
performance of the network in terms of the overall multicast network capacity. Let
Brm be the fraction of the total relay power used by relay r for a multicast session
m and αrd , like before, be the fraction of the total relay power used by relay r to
forward data to user d. The optimization problem then can be written as

Max

M

m=1
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C(m)

(6.23)

Subject to:
C(m) ≤ C(d)

∀d ∈ S m , ∀m ∈ M

Brm ≥ αrd
M


(6.24)

∀d ∈ S m , ∀r ∈ R, ∀m ∈ M

(6.25)

∀r ∈ R

(6.26)

i = j, i, j ∈ R, ∀d ∈ D

(6.27)

Brm ≤ 1

m=1

αid × αjd = 0

0 ≤ αrd ≤ 1 ; Brm ≥ 0 .
Eq. (6.23) is the objective function which aims to maximize the network capacity.
The deﬁnition of Eq. (6.2) is modeled using constraint (6.24). The other diﬀerence
between the unicast model and the multicast model is the introduction of variable
Brm and two constraints (6.25) and (6.26). Since more than one user belonging to
a particular multicast session m (i.e., d ∈ S m ) may get assistance from relay r, Eq.
(6.25) will make sure that none of the data ﬂow using that relay and forwarded to
that particular multicast group can exceed the power allocated to that multicast
session. Eq. (6.26) makes sure that the combined power allocated to all multicast
sessions going through a particular relay r does not exceed the total power budget of
that relay. Again, the solution to this optimization problem ((6.23)-(6.27)) is made
complicated by constraint (6.27). As an exhaustive search to ﬁnd a solution for the
M


problem involves testing all R

m=1

|S m |

possible relay combinations, which is impossible

for realistic user and relay sizes, solving the problem optimally involves removing
constraint (6.27) and transforming the model into an optimal mixed Boolean-convex
optimization problem. Therefore, like before, we introduce binary relay selection
variable ard and replace Eq. (6.27) with Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) and the multicast
mixed Boolean-convex problem can be formulated as follows.
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Optimal Multicast Model:
M


C(m)

(6.28)

∀d ∈ S m , ∀m ∈ M

(6.29)

∀d ∈ S m , ∀r ∈ R, ∀m ∈ M

(6.30)

∀r ∈ R

(6.31)

Max

m=1

Subject to:
C(m) ≤ C(d)
Brm ≥ αrd
M


Brm ≤ 1

m=1

ard ≥ αrd
R


ard ≤ 1

∀d ∈ D, ∀r ∈ R

(6.32)

∀d ∈ D

(6.33)

r=1

0 ≤ αrd ≤ 1 ; Brm ≥ 0 ; ard = {0, 1} .
Similar to the unicast case, the mixed Boolean-convex problem for multicast traﬃc
scenarios remains slow (solution involves B&B) for larger sized networks. In the next
section, we discuss an algorithm that yields near optimal solutions for the problem
relatively fast.

6.5

A Sequential Fixing Method for Multicast

One way to handle the issue of computation time in multicast traﬃc scenarios is
by solving the problem using the water-ﬁlling technique described for the unicast
problem. However, unlike unicast scenarios, it is not that straight forward to obtain
a tight upper-bound as the KKT conditions in multicast scenarios do not demonstrate
a similar kind of insight as the unicast scenarios. As a result, the number of conﬂicts
in multicast traﬃc scenarios are much higher than the unicast case and selecting
the best relay for each user based on the basis of maximum power allocation does
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Table 6.1: Optimal vs. Water-ﬁlling technique in Multicast scenarios
M
2
2
3
3
4
4

Users(d)
10
20
15
30
20
36

Relays(R)
5
15
10
20
15
20

Opt(Mbps)
1.2732
1.5227
2.0387
3.0819
3.3311
3.9695

WF(Mbps)
1.0899
1.0727
1.6881
1.6073
2.3149
2.1666

Gap(%)
16.8181
41.9502
20.7689
91.7439
43.8982
83.2133

Algorithm 6.2 Sequential Fixing Algorithm
Step 1: Relax all Boolean variables ard to 0 ≤ ard ≤ 1, which transform the
problem into a convex optimization problem.
Step 2: Solve the convex problem; where solution of each ard being a value
between 0 and 1.
Step 3: Among all the values of ard ﬁnd the one with maximum value and ﬁx it
to 1.
Step 4: Re-formulate the convex problem with ﬁxed ard value(s) and solve the
problem. Note that, after ﬁxing a variable ard = 1, Eq. (6.33) will make sure
that no other relays will allocate any power to the data ﬂow forwarded to d (i.e.,
αid = 0; i = r, ∀i = 1, .., R)
Step 5: Repeat Steps 2-4 unless all the Boolean variables ard are ﬁxed. Note
that after the ﬁrst iteration, when Step 3 tries to ﬁnd the variable with maximum
value, the algorithm will not consider the variables which have already been ﬁxed.
Step 6: Formulate and solve the convex problem based on all ﬁxed “a”-values.
not work well in solving the problem. Table 6.1 shows the comparison between the
optimal solutions (Opt) and solutions obtained using the water-ﬁlling (WF) technique
in multicast scenarios. From Table 6.1, it is clear that, for multicast traﬃc, the results
provided by WF are far from the optimal.
Indeed, the computation time issue arises from the fact that the Mixed Booleanconvex problem exploits the B&B technique (which is often quite slow) to ﬁnd the
value of the Boolean variables (ard ). To overcome the problem, in this section, we
propose an algorithm based on sequential ﬁxing of the Boolean variables and obtain
a near optimal solution. The main idea behind this algorithm is to ﬁx the values
of binary variables ard iteratively through solving a sequence of convex optimization
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problems. In each iteration of the algorithm, we ﬁx one binary variable from ard ,
where r ∈ R and d ∈ D. Before the start of the ﬁrst iteration, we relax all the
binary variables ard to 0 ≤ ard ≤ 1. As a result, the mixed Boolean-convex problem
becomes a simple convex problem which can be easily solved. In each iteration,
we solve the convex problem and ﬁnd ard with the maximum value and set it to 1.
After each iteration, we re-formulate the convex problem with ﬁxed values of ard .
Once a variable ard is ﬁxed to 1, constraint (6.33) of the convex problem makes sure
that no other relays will allocate any power to the data ﬂow forwarded to d (i.e.,
αid = 0; i = r, ∀i ∈ R) in the next iteration. The solution of the problem will be
obtained once we ﬁx the values of all ard . The complete sequential ﬁxing algorithm
is presented in Algorithm 6.2. For our problem, the number of iterations through the
sequence of convex optimization problems are equal to the number of users in the
network.

6.6

Power Allocation with Discrete Levels

We assumed so far that the relay power can be shared among the sessions traversing
through it and the relay can freely assign any power value to the traversing session.
The only constraint is that the maximum power of the relay can not be exceeded.
However, in practical cellular systems the power levels are quantized into discrete
values. For example, in GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications), the
transmission power (both uplink and downlink) usually varies from 5 to 33dBm with
an equal spacing of 2dBm [103].
The objective of this section is to rewrite the joint relay selection and power allocation problem using the quantized power levels and solve the resulting optimization
problem. Let V be the set of all power levels {Pi }, where Pi = Pr × μi , 0 ≤ μi ≤ 1
is the discrete fraction of relay power and i = 1, 2, ..., |V|. We also deﬁne δ as the
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1
.
|V|

power step size, where δ =

Therefore, μi can be written as follows:

μi = μi−1 + δ

where μ0 = 0 and μ|V| = 1 .

We introduce a new binary decision variable aird , where aird = 1, if relay r is
selected to forward data to user d using power level μi and 0 otherwise. Hence,
rewriting the objective in 6.3 yields

D


CD(d) =

d=1

D

d=1

Ps
W
log2 (1 +
|hsd |2 +
2
W η0

R

r=1

Ps
|h |2 Pr |h |2
W η0 sr W η0 rd
Ps
|h |2
W η0 sr

+

Pr
|h |
W η0 rd

|V|

i=1

|V|

2
i=1

μi aird
) .

μi aird + 1
(6.34)

where, CD(d) is the capacity of user d using discrete fraction of relay power.
In the case of unicast traﬃc, the corresponding constraints (6.9) and (6.10) will be
replaced by
|V|
R 


aird ≤ 1

∀d ∈ D

(6.35)

μi aird ≤ 1

∀r ∈ R .

(6.36)

r=1 i=1
|V|
D 

d=1 i=1

Constraint (6.35) ensures that only one power level is used by the selected relay and
that a user d can use at most one relay. Constraint (6.36) makes sure that the power
allocation to all users going through a particular relay does not exceed the total
power budget of that relay.
For multicast traﬃc, the mixed Boolean-convex problem will be as following:
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Max

M


CD(m)

(6.37)

m=1

Subject to:

∀d ∈ S m , ∀m ∈ M

(6.38)

∀d ∈ S m , ∀r ∈ R, ∀m ∈ M

(6.39)

CD(m) ≤ CD(d)

Brm

≥

|V|


μi aird

i=1
M


Brm ≤ 1

∀r ∈ R

(6.40)

∀d ∈ D

(6.41)

m=1
|V|
R 


aird ≤ 1

r=1 i=1

Brm ≥ 0 ; aird = {0, 1} .
Eqs. (6.37 - 6.40) serve similar purpose as Eqs. (6.28 - 6.31) in the continuous power
multicast model.
Clearly, the newly obtained mixed Boolean-convex optimization problems are
much harder to solve using a B&B technique given the many fold increase (|V| times)
in the number of binary variables aird . One way to solve this problem is by relaxing
the values of aird to 0 ≤ aird ≤ 1, and then solving the convex problem. From the
obtained values of aird , select the highest and set it to 1. Successively, repeat this
procedure until all values of aird are ﬁxed to either 1 or 0. Note, however, that this
technique is rather ineﬃcient for the following reasons. First, note that not only
does aird perform relay selection, but it also does power allocation. For example,
when we consider 10 power levels, that is |V| = 10, μi ∈ V, μ1 = 0.1, μ10 = 1
and δ = 0.1, aird = 1 means that the relay allocates power Pr × μi for destination
i
d. Suppose after solving the convex problem, a10
rd = 0.5 is the largest among ard s.

Then, setting a10
rd = 1 forces the relay r to allocate its maximum power to the session
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whose destination is d, whereas only 0.5Pr is required for this session. Indeed, setting
a5rd = 1 would have been more eﬃcient. In addition, there might be only half of the
relay power left to be allocated (the other half might already been allocated in an
earlier iteration) and forcing a10
rd = 1 in this case will make the optimization problem
infeasible. This ﬂaw can be mitigated by observing that aird should not be treated
as a fraction of relay power allocation, but rather μi aird , which in turn should be
quantized. That is, when μj < μi aird < μj+1 ,

μj ∈ V, round down μi aird to the

closest power level μj and ﬁx ajrd = 1. Note that, we always round μi aird down to the
closest quantization level as rounding up or rounding it to the nearest quantization
level may raise the same infeasibility problem as we have discussed earlier. Hence, to
solve the problem eﬃciently, only Step 3 of the continuous power sequential ﬁxing
algorithm (Algorithm. 6.2) needs to be modiﬁed with the following four steps:
Step 3(a): Find the maximum value among all the values of aird .
Step 3(b): Multiply the obtained relaxed value of aird with μi to obtain the actual
fraction of relay power allocated to user d.
Step 3(c): Using the obtained actual fraction of power, ﬁnd the nearest (round
down) power level μj .
Step 3(d): Set ajrd = 1.

6.7

Numerical Results

We present numerical results to evaluate the optimal design problems presented in
Sections 6.2 and 6.4. In this section we also compare the optimal results with the
near optimal solution provided by the algorithms presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.5.
In our evaluation, we assume a source power per session Ps =100 mWatt. The total
relay power at each relay is Pr =100 mWatt; the noise power is η0 =-174dbm/Hz
and ﬁxed channel bandwidth W =200kHz. In our evaluation, we consider a circular
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Table 6.2: Parameter used in COST-231 Model
Parameter
BS Height
Rooftop Height
Relay Height
User Height
Frequency
Road Orientation
Building Spacing
Street Width

Value
50m
30m
50m
1.5m
1GHz
90 degree
50m
12m

cell, centered at a BS, of radius one kilometer. The position of the users and relays
are generated randomly inside the cell. All the other parameters to calculate channel
response hab in COST-231 are presented in Table 6.2. The values of the parameters
are taken from [59]. The convex optimization problems are implemented in MATLAB
and solved using the TOMLAB (version 7.7) optimization solvers.
We ﬁrst start with the unicast scenarios and compare the results of the WF with
the optimal (OPT) one. We consider a total number of users d varying from 5 to 40
and we have evaluated the results by varying the number of relays R from 2 to 30. Fig.
6.2 shows the overall capacity comparison between the optimal and WF solutions and
it becomes clear from the ﬁgure that WF provides very near to optimal solutions. For
smaller number of relays, WF almost always provides optimal solutions. However,
as the number of relays increases we observe a slight increase in the optimality gap
but still very close to optimal. In our experiment, the maximum optimality gap we
have observed is less than 2%. Next we compare the optimal mixed Boolean-convex
model with WF in terms of computation time. Fig. 6.3 shows as the number of users
and relays increases, the CPU time of optimal B&B technique increases substantially
where the CPU time for WF remains quite low. While the optimal B&B technique
needs hours of computation time to solve a problem of a larger size, it takes the WF
technique only a few seconds.
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Figure 6.2: Capacity comparison between optimal and water-ﬁlling for unicast traﬃc
scenarios
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Figure 6.3: CPU time comparison between optimal and water-ﬁlling for unicast traﬃc
scenarios
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Figure 6.4: Capacity comparison between optimal and water-ﬁlling for multicast
traﬃc scenario (M=4)
Next, we consider a multicast scenario and compare the results of the WF technique with the optimal solutions. We consider a multicast scenario with 4 multicast
groups (i.e., M=4). In this scenario each multicast group contains a minimum of 2
to a maximum of 6 users with total number of users d varying from 8 to 24. We have
evaluated the results by varying the number of relays R from 5 to 20. Fig. 6.4 shows
the comparison between optimal and WF in terms of total network capacity. The
ﬁgure conﬁrms that in multicast unlike unicast traﬃc, the WF technique performs
poorly. In this case the WF solutions remain far from optimal and as the number of
relays increase the optimality gap of the WF solutions increases as well.
We now compare the optimal solution with its SF counterpart. We consider two
multicast scenarios, ﬁrst one with 2 multicast groups (Fig. 6.5(a)) and the other one
with 4 multicast groups (Fig. 6.5(b)). Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) show that the SF
algorithm provides very close to optimal results with highest optimality gap of less
than 2.5%. From Fig. 6.5 we can also observe that, as the number of users increases
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Figure 6.5: Capacity comparison between optimal and sequential ﬁxing for Multicast
traﬃc scenarios
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Figure 6.6: CPU time comparison between optimal and sequential ﬁxing for multicast
group (M=4)
the network capacity decreases. Multicast capacity is limited by the user with the
weakest link and as a result of that more users in a multicast session decrease the
session capacity as well as the network capacity. On the other hand, the running time
of the optimal B&B model increases exponentially as the B&B technique slows down
considerably with the increase of number of users and relays. Fig. 6.6 shows that
while the running time of the mixed Boolean-convex model increases exponentially,
sequential ﬁxing ﬁnds near optimal solution very fast.
We then vary the number of multicast sessions from 2 to 20 while keeping the
number of users ﬁxed to 40. As we vary the number of relay nodes between 5 and 20,
Figs. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) show the network capacity and CPU time respectively. Note
that, we use SF algorithm presented in Section 6.5 to obtain the results. We observe
from the ﬁgures that as the number of session increases the total network capacity
increases and for large number of multicast sessions and relay nodes, SF algorithm
ﬁnds solutions in quite reasonable time.
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Figure 6.8: Capacity comparison between optimal and SF for discrete power levels
Next, we compare the optimal and the suboptimal model presented in Section
6.6. Fig. 6.8 shows the result for the unicast traﬃc scenarios with 5 relays (R = 5)
and each relay has a maximum power Pr =500mWatt. We consider 4 discrete power
levels with step size δ = 0.25. We vary the number of users form 5 to 30. We
notice from the ﬁgure that the suboptimal method based on SF provides a very close
to optimal results. In this case, the gap between the optimal solution and solution
achieved by the SF algorithm is always less than 1%.
Finally, we evaluate the network performance as we quantize the relay power
allocation. We consider 3 diﬀerent schemes by varying the total power levels and
step sizes. The three scenarios are: δ = 0.1 (10 power levels), δ = 0.25 (4 power
levels) and δ = 1 (single power level). We consider both unicast traﬃc scenarios
with 10 relays (Fig. 6.9(a)) and multicast traﬃc scenarios with 10 multicast groups
(M = 10) and 5 relays (Fig. 6.9(b)). We can see from the ﬁgures that the single power
level does not perform well against the continuous power allocation technique and
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Figure 6.9: Capacity comparison between continuous and discrete power level allocation
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their performance gaps for both unicast and multicast scenarios are presented in Figs.
6.9(a) and 6.9(b), respectively. Interestingly, both 4 and 10 level scenarios provide
solutions closer to the continuous power allocation with 10 level scenario slightly
outperforming the 4 level one. Note that, all the results provided for the discrete
power allocation in Figs. 6.9(a) and 6.9(b) are obtained by solving the optimization
problem with the SF algorithm presented in Section 6.6. The continuous power
allocation for unicast traﬃc (Fig. 6.9(a)) is solved using the WF technique presented
in Section 6.3 and the continuous power allocation for multicast traﬃc (Fig. 6.9(b))
is solved using the SF technique presented in Section 6.5.

6.8

Conclusion

We studied the joint problem of relay selection and power allocation in both wireless
unicast and multicast cellular networks in terms of total network capacity. Our investigation showed that although the water-ﬁlling technique provides a near optimal
solution for unicast traﬃc scenarios, it does not yield accurate solutions in multicast
traﬃc scenarios. For both unicast and multicast traﬃc scenarios, we ﬁrst modeled these combinatorially complex problems as mixed Boolean-convex optimization
problems to maximize overall network capacity and solved them using the branch and
bound technique. In both cases, this technique was proven to be computationally
infeasible for large number of users and relays. We, therefore, presented a waterﬁlling based technique for unicast and a sequential ﬁxing technique for multicast and
obtained near optimal solutions quite fast. We also proposed both optimal and suboptimal problem formulations for joint relay and discrete power allocation techniques
considering both unicast and multicast traﬃc scenarios. We then compared the results with continuous power allocation and showed that considering as small as four
levels of discrete power yielded solutions close to the continuous power allocation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Directions
7.1

Conclusions

This thesis addresses two very important design aspects of wireless networks, namely,
interference management and control through optimal cross-layer design and channel
fading mitigation through relay-assisted cooperative communications.
We ﬁrst presented a cross-layer formulation for the joint routing, scheduling and
spectrum allocation problem in multi-channel multi-rate wireless mesh networks. We
imposed optimal partitioning of the available spectrum band and divided it into a
set of non-overlapping variable width channels. While narrower spectrum widths
divide the total available spectrum into more non-overlapping channels allowing more
parallel concurrent transmissions, wider bands have the eﬀect, to either increase the
transport capacity per link or reduce the SINR requirement to achieve the same link
capacity. We presented two diﬀerent formulations for solving the same problem; in
the ﬁrst one, we assume the link capacity as a function of channel bandwidth and in
the second one, we assume ﬁxed link capacity where the SINR threshold is a function
of the channel bandwidth. We used column generation decomposition technique to
exactly solve these combinatorially complex optimization problems. However, for
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larger network sizes ﬁnding the exact solution is rather diﬃcult as the computational
complexity of the problem increased exponentially. We therefore proposed a greedy
heuristic to solve the pricing subproblem and therefore reduced the complexity of the
problem. We showed that the reduced complexity problem can be solved eﬃciently
and provides near-optimal solutions.
Next, we investigated a more ﬂexible spectrum access technique in multihop wireless networks with software deﬁned radios. Unlike the previous work, we did not impose optimal partitioning of the available spectrum band into a set of non-overlapping
channels rather we let the cross-layer design decide on the channel bandwidth positions. In this way a more ﬂexible allocation of bandwidth was possible, since the
transmissions used overlapping channels as well. We mathematically formulated the
joint problem of scheduling and spectrum allocation and decomposed the problem
using column generation technique, under the SINR interference constraints. Our
investigation showed that the associated computation complexity is prohibitive from
obtaining the optimal solution. We therefore presented a simulated annealing based
approach for solving the pricing and is based on a simpliﬁed interference model; we
augmented it however with an SINR check to make sure that only feasible conﬁgurations are used towards obtaining the optimal solutions. Our results indicated that the
simulated annealing method yields solutions that are very close to optimal and the
computation time is substantially reduced. Our results also showed that this ﬂexible
spectrum access technique eﬀectively managed the interference in the network and
improved the system performance.
Finally, we studied the joint problem of relay selection and power allocation in
both wireless unicast and multicast cellular networks in terms of total network capacity. Our investigation showed that although the water-ﬁlling technique provides
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a near optimal solution for unicast traﬃc scenarios, it does not yield accurate solutions in multicast traﬃc scenarios. For both unicast and multicast traﬃc scenarios,
we ﬁrst modeled these combinatorially complex problems as mixed Boolean-convex
optimization problems to maximize overall network capacity and solved them using
the branch and bound technique. In both cases, this technique was proven to be
computationally infeasible for large number of users and relays. We, therefore, presented a water-ﬁlling based technique for unicast and a sequential ﬁxing technique
for multicast and obtained very near to optimal solutions quite fast. We also proposed both optimal and suboptimal problem formulations for joint relay and discrete
power allocation techniques considering both unicast and multicast traﬃc scenarios.
We then compared the results with continuous power allocation.

7.2

Future Work

The work presented in this thesis provided considerable performance enhancements of
wireless multi-hop and cooperative cellular networks. However, there remain several
future research directions of immense interest, especially in the domain of cooperative
cellular networks.
The resource allocation problem in cooperative cellular network in this thesis
considered only single cell and co-channel interference were not taken into account.
The conventional non-cooperative approach to interference, via partitioning spatial
reuse, prevents the reuse of any spectral resource within a certain cluster of cells.
However, current designs do allow for full frequency reuse in each cell (typically
for Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) or frequency hopping spread spectrum
systems) but this results in very severe interference conditions at the cell edge, causing
a signiﬁcant data rate drop at the terminals and a strong lack of fairness across cell
users.
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Inter-cell interference, which is a fundamental limiting factor in wireless cellular networks can be mitigated in future cellular networks by coordinating multiple
BSs, where BSs only share channel state information (CSI). This has been proposed
as a major technique to mitigate co-channel interference, since it shifts the signal
processing burden to the BSs [104].
Although there has been some work done in resource allocation for BS coordinated
multi-cell OFDMA system, almost all the existing works solved the problem suboptimally using heuristics or dividing the problem into multiple subproblems and
solving them iteratively. There are still many open research problems and the existing
literature is still far from providing satisfactory solutions for many of them. We have
identiﬁed the following problems as further research directions:
• Addressing the problem of coordinated relay selection, power and subcarrier
allocation scheme in multi-cell OFDMA system across multiple BSs.
• Inclusion of eﬀective time slot allocation strategy into the problem formulation
to alleviate the co-channel interference and maximize the average weighted system throughput (bits/s/Hz/base station) by optimally allocating the network
resources.
• Extend the idea of coordinated relay selection, power and sub-carrier allocation
of multi-cell OFDMA system for multicast traﬃc. Since multicast capacity is
diﬀerent than unicast capacity, a multicast model and throughput metric which
capture all these diﬀerent aspects need to be developed.
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